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Gimbel Wins A People’s History of Newman’s Day
Controversial
BCSG Election
Despite election
challenges, large margin
of victory in presidential
election.

STAFF WRITER

CHLOE BOURNE & CONOR HURLEY

See BCSG ELECTIONS, page 6
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Whether bundled up in coats or wearing nothing more than a Speedo, students and faculty gathered at Lake Andrews last
Thursday to celebrate Winter Carnival’s annual Puddle Jump.
SAM NAGOURNEY

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It was a day like any other day. The
skies were cloudy and the morning was
frosty. Backpack-wielding academians
attended classes and ate in Commons,
but unbeknownst to - or more likely
ignored by - teachers, many students’
bags were filled with more than just
books and pens last Friday. On this day,
bags were filled with beer cans and the
ubiquitous sharpie, for this past Friday
was the annual Newman Day.
Inspired by a talk show appearance
in which Paul Newman said he would
celebrate his birthday by racing all day

Rape Victims Have New
Advocate at Bates
TASNIA HUQUE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Molly Nelson, a recent graduate with
a psychology degree, joined the College
as part of Sexual Assault Victim Advo¬
cate (SAVA) to help people with issues
concerning sexual assault, harassment,
abuse, relationships, family, problem
solving, drugs and/or alcohol. She works
for the Sexual Assault Crisis Center
(SACC) in Lewiston, and SAVA, an entity
separate from the Bates Health Center. It
has been three and a half months since
she joined SACC and two months since
she joined Bates College.
Nelson conveyed that she has al¬
ways been interested in helping survi¬
vors of sexual assault, both by teaching
people how to prevent unfortunate in¬
cidents and by talking to them to ease
the situation.
“I have always been interested in
humanity, working in crises and letting
victims know that they can get legal help
if they want," said Nelson. "I am here
to help Bates students with any kind of
sexual assaults they face and guide them

Tough
Economic
Times Affect
First Round of
ED Applicants
RACHEL HASTINGS

STAFF WRITER & MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Controversy, squabbling and judicial
reviews marred the Bates College Stu¬
dent Government elections conducted
last week. Daniel Gimbel ’10 emerged
the winner in the presidential election
over Brianna Bakow TO and Katewatson Prins ’ll.
Though voting concluded Friday
evening, the candidates continued fight¬
ing through objections submitted by
candidates and the reviews conducted
by the Elections and Judiciary Commit¬
tee of the BCSG.
Prins made an objection to the
EJC over Gimbel and Bakow’s use of
personal computers to urge students
to vote while they ate in Commons
Thursday night, according to multiple
sources involvejd in the EJC’s review of
the objection.
Gimbel and Bakow were forced to
defend their actions in a trial before
the EJC Sunday morning. Though Ba¬
kow was named in the objection, she
was not active in the accused offense,
according to sources familiar with the
election proceedings.
Members of the EJC and others in¬
volved in the trial were sworn to con¬
fidentiality and refused to comment on
the record because of that agreement.
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with important information they might
not know. I love helping people. My job
is not just Bates, but goes to students
from kindergarten to college."
Nelson said not many students have
been to the SAVA center since the time
she has been here.
“Many students are unaware of this
program and even students who are
aware tend to be less apt to come and
talk, since they are so unwilling to rock
the boat," said Nelson. "But students
should know that we are here, we are
not judgmental and it’s completely con¬
fidential. I am not here to counsel but
to assist them."
Nelson is here to help students with
rape, drinking, sexual assaults, deci¬
sions made under the influence and
important legal facts. So far she has
mainly talked to students about rela¬
tionship issues. She informs students
about healthy and unhealthy relation¬
ships. When partying is as prominent
as it is as Bates, she said, rash decisions
under the. influence or without a per-

or drinking a case of beer, students are
supposed to drink 24 beers in 24 hours
without sleeping or vomiting and still
must attend class.
Newman Day was started in the win¬
ter of 1976, according to research done by
The Bates Student. Historically, Newman
Day was celebrated on the Friday closest
to Newman’s January 26th birthday, but
recently has been observed on the Fri¬
day of Winter Carnival. Kenyon College,
Newman’s alma mater, celebrates on
March 30th, and Princeton University on
April 24th. Bates’ Newman Day tradition
far predates Princeton’s, which began in
the early 1990s, and Kenyon’s, which be¬

gan in the past decade.
Newman has frequently voiced dis¬
taste for the event and sent a letter to
the president of Bates College in 1987
requesting that the event focus on
athletic excellence and community in¬
volvement. Kenyon’s observance does
involve a community service element.
Newman has been active in sub¬
stance abuse prevention since his son
died of a heroin overdose.
“I was surprised to learn that a day
which was held in my honor was actu¬
ally an excuse for drunkenness, disre¬
gard for property, disrespect for people,
See NEWMAN DAY, page 5

This year has seen a record num¬
ber of early decision applicants, an un¬
surprising fact in light of an ever more
frenetic college admissions process.
What is surprising is the stagger¬
ing number Bates has promised to
open its doors to next September.
This year, 198 of the 362 students
that applied to Round 1 of the ED
process were admitted, an accep¬
tance rate of 55 percent.
With 4,358 applications remain¬
ing in the ED II and Regular pools,
Dean of Admissions Wylie Mitchell
predicted that the acceptance rate
for those applicants will drop to be¬
tween 25 and 30 percent, and says
the large number of students already
accepted “puts pressure on the rest of
the admissions process.” With a goal
of 500 students in the class of 2013,
only about 300 seats remain.
This will create a class that is
comprised of about 45 percent ED
admits, compared to about 30 per¬
cent ten years ago.
Mitchell, pointed to several fac¬
tors that have spurred the growth of
the, early decision program, first and
foremost the “people who feel the
frenzy of applying to colleges.” He
said, “early decision is designed for
the applicant to declare 'hey, you’re
See ED, page 5

Inauguration Inspires
Student Community

See SEXUAL ASSAULT, page 6

INSIDE
Governor’s Follies

LINCOLN BENEDICT/ THE BATES STUDENT

The Bates Democrats hosted a community screening of President Obama’s inaguration last Tuesday in the Benjamin Mays
Center, which was packed by the incoming president’s speech at noon.

Andrew Wilcox ’ll on why the 17th Amendment needs altering
in the wake of the presidential election. • Page 2

Complete BCSG Election Results
A detailed recap of who students voted for in last week’s
BCSG elections. • Page 6

Super Bowl Predictions
Harry Poole ’10 and Mac King ’09 predict the outcome of the
Super Bowl. They do not agree. • Page 12

the Role of an Author
Jessie Sawyer ’09 reviews “Olive Kitteridge,” written by best¬
selling author Elizabeth Strouth ’77, and discusses the writing
process with the author. • Page 9
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DANIELA REICHELSTEIN

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Bates community convened in
the Benjamin Mays Center last Tuesday
to watch a pivotal moment in history:
the inauguration of President Barack H.
Obama. The broadcasting, hosted by
the Bates College Democrats and the
Chase Hall Committee (CHC), drew an
exuberant crowd that filled the Silo to
capacity at noon.
“This event was noteworthy because
the students, deans, professors and staff
all reveled in the moment together, in
the same room, which is something
that hasn’t happened before,” said se¬
nior Michael Petrick, Treasurer of the
Bates Democrats and an organizer of
the event.
At 10:00 a.m., a dozen students
sporting “I voted” stickers arrived punc¬
tually at the Silo to claim seats. The vast
screen positioned at the front of the

Center was already tuned to CNN Live.
When a reporter estimated that at least
1.7 million people were expected on
the National Mall in Washington D.C.,
the enthusiasm in the Silo swelled.
“We were talking the other day
about how great it is to be in college
at this time,” said senior Maggie Gross.
“My friends are in D.C. right now and
we are imagining that we’re being rep¬
resented by Bates.”
By the time Obama officially be¬
came president at noon, all seats, were
filled and latecomers stood clustered
in the back, cameras poised to capture
Obama taking the oath. The Silo’s au¬
dience, absorbed in the proceedings,
comprised a medley of political views
and nationalities.
For Bulgarian first-year Sylvia Staneva, the American presidential elec¬
tion was critical. “Every Bulgarian citi¬
zen’s life is affected by the election. We
are part of NATO and have soldiers in

Iraq.” Staneva enjoyed “the whole at¬
mosphere of excitement” and said that
at home “we were never excited about
elections. Here, you know everything
about the candidates, you personalize
them, so it’s hard [for the excitement]
not to be contagious.”
Several students and staff member,
identified Obama’s inaugural address as
the highlight of the ceremony. “I think
the following was my favorite excerpt:
‘The time has come to reaffirm our en¬
during spirit; to choose our better his¬
tory; to carry forward that precious gift,
that noble idea, passed on from gen¬
eration to generation: the God-given
promise that all are equal, all are free,
and all deserve a chance to pursue their
full measure of happiness,’” said Presi¬
dent Elaine Hansen, who was a part
of the Silo audience. “It reminded me
of the inspiring words of our amazing
See INAUGURATION, page 5
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Rethinking the 17th
Amendment
candidate. For this reason, her promising
candidacy reminded me of the “business as
usual” politics from which Obama intends
to depart. It is a sort of nepotism unfair to
the governed people. If chosen, her ap¬
pointment would have been an unfortu¬
nate foil to tire essence and creed of our
new presidency.
Nevertheless, she dropped her bid
for the senate seat shortly after Obama’s
inauguration. Regardless of her reasons, I
was thankful. I was thankful until I found
out that Kristen Gillibrand had become
Paterson’s official and final choice. I,
along with so many New Yorkers, had
no idea who she was. However, she now
represents all of us New Yorkers in the
United States Senate. Why? Because Pa¬
terson said so. Did New York residents
have any say? No.
Clinton’s open senate seat in New
York provides another example of “busi¬
ness as usual” politics made possible by
the 17th Amendment. Firstly, Kennedy
seemed an altogether folly of a choice that
would have been made entirely by Gov¬
ernor Paterson. The reason that Kennedy
was a folly of a choice has to do indirectly
with her inexperience. It would be ridicu¬
lous for Paterson to make the statement
that those most qualified and involved in
the workings of New York take a backseat
to a candidate who is out of touch with
the New York people. At least she has a
promising last name?
Back to Gillibrand. The New York
Times pointed out that, “The choice [of
Kristen Gillibrand] reflects Mr. Paterson’s
thinking that his selection should be
someone who can help him attract key
demographics - in Ms. Gillibrand’s case
upstate New Yorkers and women.” That’s
just what I want, someone who is chosen
to represent my state because she is seen
as a good political move for my governor.
Forget the fact that she had never been in
public office before 2006. No matter, let’s
send her to Capitol Hill. Oh, the tangled
web of politics.
Post-election America has led me to
believe that the 17th Amendment is flawed.
Blagjovich and Paterson have demonstrat¬
ed the sort of issues that become real prob¬
lems when one person is given absolute
power over important decisions. It pro¬
vides an open door for the sort of politics
that unfortunately dominated our nation’s
leadership over the past eight years.

ANDREW WILCOX
MANAGING FORUM
EDITOR

One dause in the
17th Amendment autho¬
rizes governors to ap¬
point senators when sen¬
ate seats become open. In the wake of the
2008 presidential election, two instances
have made this clause relevant: when for¬
mer Illinois Senator Barack Obama became
president and when former New York Sen¬
ator Hillary Clinton became the secretary
of state. Both cases provide a strong argu¬
ment for altering the Constitution regarding
this clause in the 17th Amendment .
When Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich
was given the responsibility of choosing
Obama’s successor for the Illinois Senate,
severe political corruption surfaced. This
corruption was of such a rare and appall¬
ing breed that I found it difficult to believe,
let alone take seriously. Nonetheless, it was
fully true and as ridiculous as it sounded. It
is a serious issue when a governor is given
the task of single-handedly appointing a
senate seat, given the existence of gover¬
nors like Blagojevich, who are willing to
offer political power to the highest bidder.
Were Illinois residents given a role in the
selection of their own representative? No.
Blagojevich’s scandal stands alone in
its flagrance. However, this example alone
shows that the 17th Amendment allows for
political auctioning. In this day and age,
this type of graft is all too common.
New York Governor David Paterson’s
selection process for Clinton’s successor
has been equally troubling. For a while,
Caroline Kennedy seemed the chosen one.
As a resident of central New York, 1 was
uneasy about this choice.
“Upstate” New York, which accounts
for the vast majority of the state, has no
connection to the New York City-dwell¬
ing Caroline Kennedy. Kennedy was the
former director of the Office of Strategic
Partnerships for the New York City De¬
partment of Education, is on the board of
several organizations and is a lawyer. Most
importantly, though, she carries the weight
of a famous and beloved family name in
American politics. And that’s about it.
I don’t think that makes her qualified
to be a senator, and I’m sure I’m not the
only one who feels this way. Kennedy was
both a random and mostly inexperienced
Correction: In the Jan. 20th article “A New Day for Newman Day,” Jessie Sawyer
used the quote, “24 hours in a day, 24 beers in a case. Coincidence, I think not.”
This quote was not in “Cool Hand Luke.” Though many attribute this statement to
Paul Newman, there is no recorded proof that he actually said it._
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It is utterly disturbing to me that I
am the only person on campus brave
enough to bring up this issue. It is al¬
most as if people at Bates just don’t
care about racism. Special bulletin: this
is pathetic! I know it’s hard to change
the customs you’re used to, and no
one likes to think their way of speak¬
ing is tearing apart the fabric of our
diverse society, but people who say “ic¬
ing” instead of “frosting” need to look
themselves in the mirror and reevalu¬
ate their lives.
What makes me especially indig¬
nant is that this bigotry continues just
as we celebrate the inauguration of our
first black president. 1 am truly horrified
that even in this day and age, even af¬
ter we in this country have come so far
in the struggle against racism, even as
we celebrate Martin Luther King Day,
and are reminded of the thousands of
brave men and women who fought
and suffered and died for the dream
of a world without hatred, people still
say “icing.”
Just the other day, I was in Com¬
mons and spied a piece of vegan sugarand-gluten-free carrot cake that looked
especially tasty. But as 1 glanced at the
label above it, a sickening feeling came
over me, and I lost all my appetite.
The label read, “Sugar-and-Gluten-Free
Carrot Cake with Cream Cheese Icing.”
I just about lost my lunch. I asked the
lady behind the counter if she knew
how offensive this term was to Icelan¬
dic people, and - in typical New Eng¬
land fashion - she looked at me like I
was some kind of crazy person. Hot

off the presses: the only thing crazy
around here is the racism!
But worst of all, this Commons
worker wouldn’t even join me in
a healthy debate of her choice of
words! When I tried to engage her in
a constructive discussion of her obvi¬
ous ignorance, she just walked away,
cowering from the daunting issues of
race that have haunted this country for
centuries, and brought back her man¬
ager, who asked me to leave. If only
this country’s long, terrible history of
injustice were so easily turned away!
I am sad and ashamed to say that
even as our black president begins his
presidency, I still know plenty of peo¬
ple here at Bates who refuse to say
“frosting" instead of “icing,” no mat¬
ter how incessantly I badger them. Do
these people not realize the urgency
of this issue? Do they not know how
long and how hard Americans have
struggled to bequeath future genera¬
tions with a country in which children
- sweet, beautiful little children of all
shapes, colors and sizes - can exist
together in peace? What have these
New Englanders got against children?
This just in: children are the future of
this planet!
1 am not writing this article to pass
judgment on anyone, but I am sick and
tired of these racist, ignorant, hateful,
anti-children, anti-planet, round-eyed
New Englanders. I hope Obama has
them all exterminated.
Nathan Place

Little Progress Being Made for Women
Dear Editor,

the structures gotten in the way of the
function of greater equality? She agreed
it was a good question and said her
hope was in the new administration.
Clearly, the last administration was
not kind to women since it was not
kind to people, but shouldn’t we hold
women activists accountable? President
Obama will have his hands full with
the economy and our military mental¬
ity. I’m sure there are other measures
of equality besides compensation, but
help me understand how so many
women have made so little progress on
that front in the past 25 years.
The reason I ask is that I am a so¬
cial worker and have done child wel¬
fare work for over 40 years. During that

I had the pleasure of another adven¬
ture in listening at Bates on Wednesday
night. Not one male in the audience,
besides the moderator commented
on the panel presentation, “Women’s
Rights and Women’s Activism.” After
the presentation, I spoke briefly with
panelist Debra Shultz to wonder at
how little progress has been made in
25 years given how much structure has
been built.
If women are still paid 23 percent
less than males for comparable work in
spite of having a women’s studies com¬
ponent in every major college or uni¬
versity, at some cost I suspect, have all

it, knowing that even without elec¬
tronics we could have navigated back
safely. We read Moby Dick as we sailed
past Nantucket, seeing what Queequeg
and Ahab saw as they sailed off, never
to return. We did return from our off¬
shore travel and spent the two weeks
after in Mystic, studying and writing,
much like at a normal school.
Then we were off again, this time
to California. Flying from Providence
to San Francisco is a long trip, but we
left at 4:30 a.m. so most of us slept
for the entirety of the flight. Touching
down, we hopped in vans, with the
professors driving and the students
assuming both navigator and radio
jobs. We spent over a week driving
from youth hostel to youth hostel,
learning anything and everything
about the locales we stopped in,
however briefly. Seeing the sunrise
over the Atlantic and getting to see it
set over the Pacific in one day was an
amazing experience, no matter how
tired we were. After spending an¬
other two weeks in Mystic continuing
our classroom education, we were off
again, this time to Louisiana.
The bayou beckoned, and we heed¬
ed its call. We flew into New Orleans
but quickly moved out of the city to
the bayou, where we went on a swamp
tour aboard a pontoon boat. Alligators
slithered into the swamp as we slowly
swept by, and egrets squawked as we
gawked from our boat. Another night,
another new location, and we were
dancing to Zydeco in an old speakeasy,
playing the washboard and the trian¬
gles as I tried to communicate with the
Cajuns about their French roots. We
finished up our Gulf Coast trip in the
Big Easy, just wasting time, one of our
very few moments of free time. Three
other students and I went to a bar on
Bourbon Street that happened to have
a live Zydeco/rock band at 10 a.m.
We were given, with the excep¬
tion of our offshore seminar, one half
day of free time per field seminar;
other than that we were traveling and
learning. Keeping busy wasn’t hard.

DENNIS DONOVAN

The Newspaper of Bates College Since 1873

Forum

Re "Say ‘Sprinkles,’ Not ‘Jimmies’”
by Afroz Baig (Forum, Jan. 20).
Last week, a staff writer for The
Student blew the lid off the racist New
England habit of referring to chocolate
ice cream sprinkles as “Jimmies.” Un¬
daunted by the lack of empirical evi¬
dence to support her claim, this brave
writer knew - indeed, she felt in her
very bones - that this term is a shame¬
less reference to the Jim Crow laws
of Southern segregation. But while I
was heartened to see a member of the
Bates community take this brave stand,
it pains me to say there are still plenty
of other vestiges of Southern racism
left in the New England lexicon.
Now, I’m not from the Northeast,
so 1 may not understand all the quirky
phrases and bigotries of my Yankee
classmates, but there’s one thing I hear
almost daily around here that makes
my blood boil. This, of course, is the
constant, careless use of the word “ic-.
ing” to denote the sugar-based spread
put on cakes and other baked confec¬
tions. News flash! This term is clearly
derived from the long history of New
England prejudice against people from
Iceland. Say “frosting,” please!
I know what you’re thinking. “What
evidence is there for this?” you ask. “How
do you know ‘icing’ has anything to do
with the wide range of anti-Icelandic
slurs like ‘icer,’ ‘icebag,’ or ‘icecube tray’?”
Perhaps there is no such evidence. I cer¬
tainly haven’t looked for any. But what
reason is that not to have the healthy,
vigorous debate that the “icing/frosting”
question so clearly deserves?

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Letters to the Editor
Say “Frosting,” Not “ Icing”

time I have watched structures grow
that purport to advocate for children
and, to be sure, some children are bet¬
ter off in pockets here and there, but
generally children are no better off
today than they were 40 years ago.
Maybe less so, depending on what you
use as measures. Do the structures lose
sight of their mission? Does the per¬
petuation of the structure become a
higher priority than the function it ex¬
ists to perform? I would love to hear
some response to my questions, pos¬
sibly from the prospective sociologists
out there.
Jim Tierney
Auburn

Stories from A Bates Wanderlust
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Like 107 other students, I returned
to Bates two weeks ago for the first
time since I left at the end of short
term. Unlike anyone returning from
off-campus study, however, I never
left the country (save a family vaca¬
tion to Ireland). This was not out of
any xenophobic fear of the big world
outside the borders of the U.S., but be¬
cause of the richness and diversity of
cultures within the U.S. Also, I wanted
to do a maritime studies program, and
where better to do that then at the
largest maritime history museum in
the world.
What I did and where I went is im¬
material, suffice it to say that I did, and
I went. 1 took a full load of courses:
Literature of the Sea, Maritime Policy,
Marine Ecology and The American
Maritime Experience, a history course.
We studied, wrote and went to
class every day when we were in Mys¬
tic, Connecticut, but it was the time
spent away from Mystic that was most
pleasing, and certainly also the most
beneficial. The semester in Mystic
was broken up evenly with three field
seminars: one offshore in the Atlantic,
a Pacific coast seminar to California,
and a Gulf Coast seminar in Louisiana.
With these three seminars, we traveled
to the three coasts of the nation, learn¬
ing extensively about the ecological,
historical, political and literary tradi¬
tions of each. But it was the travel itself
that most struck me, the wanderlust of
it all.
From the German meaning “enjoy¬
ing a hike,” wanderlust has come to
mean any search for travel. We started
the semester at sea, sailing from New
London down around Baltimore, then
up to Rockland, Maine. We sailed
through the Cape Cod Canal, making
it the first time I was under it, after
years of driving across it. Out of sight
of land, we learned celestial navigation
and charted our course using the sun.
There was something so ancient about

4
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It was exhausting, but rewarding. Sit¬
ting among the fir trees that towered
over us like skyscrapers in the city,
my literature professor informed me
that “This [moment] will be on the
exam” - the group’s own cliche about
our experience. We had exams and
papers, but our professors promised
us that we wouldn’t remember them,
nor would the exams and papers and
grades be of much use to us five years
down the road. What would be of use
to us, they promised, were the memo¬
ries we made of the time we spent
traveling, moving, searching for what¬
ever there is in this expansive wilder¬
ness of a nation.
At this point, while traveling re¬
mains challenging, staying put is much
harder. Wanderlust borders on run¬
ning away, but it sounds a lot better.
Dropping everything, getting into a car
(or van, if you’re with a crowd) sounds
very appealing, but there’s a stigma in¬
volved with it. You live in your van,
you’re a bum. We lived out of vans for
three weeks, and while we may well
have been bums, we were certainly
well-educated bums. Traveling for trav¬
eling’s sake has its benefits.
I learned that I can live with 19
people in incredibly close quarters,
and while it was certainly not perfect,
it was heaven for a semester. I learned
more about these people in one se¬
mester than I’ve learned about my
good friends during three years here.
Hitting the road with someone - any¬
one - will make you closer with them.
It’s a chance to share musical tastes
(make sure you have an iPod adapter
before you go), share philosophical
views and share sights. Wanderlust
makes you appreciate the finer things
in life, like who has comfortable shoul¬
ders, who can hold it the longest, and
who gets the least obnoxious smelling
snacks at the pit stops. I implore every¬
one reading this to get up and go. Take
a day trip to Freeport, a weekend trip
to Acadia, a February break trip to Key
West (or Japan) or a semester away.
Just keep moving, now’s the time.

I
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Parker Dorm Damage:

Inauguration Hype:
Let’s Not Lose Sight

Unfair Punitive Charges Affect All

LUCY NEELY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BLAISE LUCEY
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

Parker Hall has
actually managed to
incur five thousand
dollars worth of dorm
damage in the past two weeks. De¬
spite how awe-inspiring this is, it’s
rather depressing considering who is
going to pay for it.
Some drunk person stumbled into
the bathroom and decided to tug on a
thermostat until it broke. Obviously, it
makes the most sense for the people
who have never seen or talked to this
person to pay for his or her acrobatic
misadventures. And no, I don’t know
why a bathroom needs a thermostat.
It’s like every weekend in Parker
Hall someone opens a cage of silverback gorillas and they go storm¬
ing around the hallways from nine at
night to four in the morning, punch¬
ing and pulling and peeing. The latter,
of course, is reserved for the Mobile
Bathroom Unit™. Oops, elevator. I
mean elevator.
No one is going to step forward
and admit that he or she decided to
jump up and down on a couch in the
common room with cleats. There is
a substantial chance that the person
doesn’t even remember it.
I understand the logic that there’s
a stronger likelihood that this person
was a friend of someone in the build¬
ing. But, follow me closely, that friend

probably won’t come forward. So, in
the end, everyone else has to pay for
the traumatized couch’s rehabilitation.
I suggest that, in the future, any¬
one who is drunk and has a taste for
destruction should charge into the
library and start throwing comput¬
ers on the ground. Bates policy will
undoubtedly dictate that the faculty
is responsible for the costs. That will
teach them to have a public access
building.
These costs wouldn’t be so bad
if Bates hadn’t decided that to really
teach these destructive drunks a les¬
son there have to be punitive charges
in addition to the repair costs. Last
year, I entered my new room in How¬
ard House, happily approached the
bay windows and pulled the shade.
The entire shade promptly unfurled,
exploded and fell to the floor. This
cost me about 50 dollars.
This shade was made out of some
cardboard-like material I have never
seen before. There is no way it cost
more than 20 dollars (that’s being gen¬
erous). I wasn’t responsible for it, but
the person before me was.
I also have a question pertaining
to the third bathroom stall in the men’s
bathroom in Parker first floor. Mysteri¬
ously, it has a shower curtain in place
of a door. A shower curtain. Even our
showers have doors!
My guess is someone broke a
door, then Bob the Builder saw a
sale on shower curtains, which are
far cheaper than the luxurious play-

ground doors we have, and decided
that the students wouldn’t notice the
difference. This is ignoring the some¬
what obvious inconvenience that the
shower curtain doesn’t completely
cover the doorway.
. Essentially, if you can damage a
dorm without getting caught, someone
else will suffer. Bates doesn’t really
care, as long as it receives the money.
Let me outline the wisdom of pu¬
nitive charges. Suppose you have a
car. Someone hits it while it’s parked
and drives away. You bring it to be
repaired and the mechanic decides the
repairs will be $300.
“However, it’s your own fault that
you have this car,” he says, and he adds
an additional $100 charge, a shouldn’thave-had-that-car cost. “Standard poli¬
cy,” he says.
This is basically equitable except
for the fact that frequently students
don’t choose where they live. So the
car you have is a car you were more or
less forced to buy, a car that is painted
with the slogan “Please Hit Me and
Drive Away.”
The suggestion I have is rather
simple: don’t make an anonymous
student body pay a punishment fee
along with a repair cost. We’ll shoul¬
der the latter (or Bates could have
random security patrols, security cam¬
eras or dorm insurance), but the for¬
mer makes no sense unless you know
who you’re punishing. Honestly, it’s
not our fault that Parker is a magnet
for drunken gymnastics.

New Secretary of Education May
Not Suffice for Nation’s Needs
ROMINA ISTRATII
STAFF WRITER

President Obama
decided that Arne
Duncan, the Chicago
schools superintendent
known for taking tough
steps to improve schools, is now Sec¬
retary of Education. But is Duncan the
appropriate person for the job? There
are many who believe that Duncan,
once co-captain of the basketball team
at Harvard, should work the ball and
not the nation’s schools. On the other
hand, there are those who believe he is
the messiah of education. Personally, I
find myself caught in between.
Arne Duncan is a man with a ‘rich’
background. He graduated magna cum
laude from Harvard University in 1987,
majoring in sociology. He was co-cap¬
tain of Harvard’s basketball team and
was named a first team Academic AllAmerican. From 1987-1991, Duncan
played professional basketball in Aus¬
tralia, where he also worked with chil¬
dren who were wards of the state.
Duncan returned to Chicago in 1992
to direct the Ariel Education Initiative,
which seeks to create outstanding edu¬
cational opportunities for inner-city chil¬
dren on the city’s South Side. In 1998,
he joined the Chicago Public Schools.
In June 2001, Mayor Richard M. Daley
named Duncan Chief Executive Officer
of the Chicago Public Schools.
Currently, Duncan serves on the
boards of the Ariel Education Initiative,
Chicago. Cares, The Children’s Center,
the Golden Apple Foundation, the Illi¬
nois Council Against Handgun Violence,
Jobs for America’s Graduates, Junior
Achievement, the National Association
of Basketball Coaches’ Foundation, Re¬
naissance Schools Fund, Scholarship
Chicago and the South Side YMCA.

He was also a fellow in the Lead¬
ership Greater Chicago’s class of 1995,
and a member of the Aspen Institute’s
Henry Crown Fellowship Program,
Class of 2002. He has received honor¬
ary degrees from the Illinois Institute
of Technology, Lake Forest College and
National Louis University.
In 2006, the City Club of Chicago
named Duncan “Citizen of the Year.”
On top of these accomplishments, he is
now the Secretary of Education.
According to TIME Magazine, while
head of Chicago schools, Duncan made
a difference. Frequently, he decided to
close failing schools and use unconven¬
tional methods to increase academic
performance. In 2000, 76 percent of
Chicago public school students showed
up for class on the first day of the year.
By 2003, the rate was 89 percent. Dun¬
can had sent district representatives to
students’ homes to urge them to attend
and offered tickets to sporting events to
lure students to school.
However, Chicago has never been
a finalist for the Broad Prize for Urban
Education even with Duncan’s presence
there. Chicago’s National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) scores lag
behind many other big city districts, ac¬
cording to Trial Urban District Assess¬
ments (TUDA). Also, as Catalyst maga¬
zine in Chicago writes, Duncan failed
to win substantial concessions from
the Chicago Teachers Union in the last
contract and didn’t succeed in expand¬
ing the highly restrictive charter school
cap for Chicago. The magazine adds
that Renaissance 2010 - a bold initia¬
tive which aims to increase the number
of high quality educational options in
communities across Chicago by 2010 disrupted the education of thousands
of students in the early years, and con¬
cludes that Duncan’s reform efforts
have failed to attract (or retain) white
and middle-class families.

Duncan has little national political
experience that education secretar¬
ies often need to represent the White
House’s educational agenda. His ex¬
pertise in elementary-secondary edu-’
cation is considerable, but he has little
professional experience navigating the
higher-education landscape. Already,
in a confirmation hearing before the
Senate Education Committee, Duncan
failed to resolve the curiosities of ed¬
ucators and policymakers about how
he and President Obama intend to
bring about change in American edu¬
cation, or about what kind of rewrite
they will support for Bush’s “No Child
Left Behind.” It is possible that Dun¬
can keeps his future plans to himself,
but what if he is still uncertain? What
if he now realizes that America is not
Chicago?
Directly linked to the fear that Dun¬
can’s educational experience does not
spread on a national level is his latest
proposal to dose, consolidate or relo¬
cate sixteen schools in Chicago. Falling
enrollments and crumbling buildings
are to blame for the closings, according
to the proposed plan. Are these good
reasons? And if yes, are closings and
relocations the best solution for falling
enrollments? If buildings are derelict,
they should be fixed or be reconstruct¬
ed. If enrollment is low, better incen¬
tives should be found to encourage
students to enroll.
Duncan’s ideas might succeed at a
regional level but still fail at a national
one. This doesn’t mean that Duncan
is incapable or impractical. There is
reasonable fear that he is unprepared
for such a large mandate. He is only
44 years old, after all. He has only
seven years of experience as super¬
intendent in Chicago. He spent zero
years as a teacher. These numbers are
telling and should be considered be¬
fore cheering.

Wicked Joe Is Wicked Important
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Of all the “contem¬
plations of food” that
Bates Dining Services
has been doing this
year, one particular initiative has snuck
into Commons without the usual cavort¬
ing on the College’s website and in its
magazine. Fair trade coffee appeared
in the dining hall on our first morning
back from winter break, and we’ve been
dutifully filling our garnet mugs with it
ever since. Aside from the brief coffee
tasting sessions outside Commons in
December, the coffee switch was made
smoothly and quietly. Despite the lack of
ceremony, however, brewing Wicked Joe
fair trade coffee instead of Green Moun¬
tain is undoubtedly the most important
change that Bates Dining Services has
made this year.
Sure, the expanded vegan bar is de¬
licious and we love Bates alumni who

grow their own food, but next to green
onion hummus and spelt bagels, coffee
is huge. The world drinks between 1.5
and 2.25 billion cups of coffee a day, de¬
pending on who is counting, and about
one fifth of these cups are consumed in
the United States. Coffee is the largest
nonalcoholic beverage import by value
in the United States and, other than alco¬
hol, it is the only beverage that has thou¬
sands of houses dedicated specifically
to its consumption. Today, there are 28
million coffee growers in 50 countries,
making the coffee trade second only to
oil in its value.
However, as it usually goes in this
world of neoliberalism, the coffee trade
scales are heavily tipped towards north¬
ern latte-brewers and against southern
bean-growers, meaning that the people
shuffling Styrofoam cups and adding fla¬
vor shots (not to mention their bosses)
are making much more than the people
actually planting and picking the beans.
In 2001, during the global coffee cri¬
sis that straddled the few years before

and after the millenium, the price of
coffee dropped to 42 cents per pound,
forcing many coffee farmers off their
land and leaving them unable to pay for
necessities such as medicine and food.
Meanwhile, Starbucks made $181.2 mil¬
lion, according to the Seattle Times.
The movement to drink coffee re¬
sponsibly is a relatively new one, but it
very literally has the power to change
the world. As Dean Cycon, founder of
Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee, writes in
the prologue to his book “Javatrekker,”
“All of the major issues of the twentyfirst century - globalization, immigra¬
tion, women’s rights, pollution, indig¬
enous rights, and self-determination
- are being played out through this cup
of coffee in villages and remote areas
around the world.”
Although “organic,” “fair-trade” and
“bird-friendly” still sound like hippielingo to some, these labels are very real
and very powerful. Here is a brief break¬
down:
See DINING SERVICES’, page 4

Being in Washington D.C. for the
inauguration of Barack Obama was like
Christmas as a kid: the days leading up
to it seemed brighter and stronger than
the other 362 or so. The flocks of peo¬
ple wandering the streets and crowd¬
ing the metro, all decked out in Obama
gear, let you know that every bed and
most couches in the greater District of
Columbia were filled to capacity, that
everyone was there for a common pur¬
pose, that everyone could sense some¬
thing huge was going down and that
they were thrilled to be a part of it.
Bars had permission to serve alco¬
hol until 4 a.m., and all establishments
could stay open 24 hours. People were
jubilant. People were celebrating. Peo¬
ple were kind and courteous.
I got to the National Mall at 3 a.m.,
where a crowd of a few hundred young
people and black people were huddled
behind the barrier on 3rd St., spoon¬
ing like larvae under silver emergency
blankets and singing everything from
“Journey to Motown” to Disney songs
to stay warm, breathing one large cold,
condensed breath. A giant strobe light
flashed above us, casting an erratic illu¬
mination across the group. The Capitol
Building loomed in front like a glowing,
stalwart, pregnant mother ship, daring
change to swoop down, race around
the halls and fill it with the light and
energy of a new day. It was 15 degrees
outside, but people were so happy.
The metro opened at 4 a.m. and
groups of people started running down
the Mall towards the Capitol, filling it up
from the front back. The area between
3rd and 7th Streets was closed off long
before the sun rose, and we were in it
together to spend the six hours until
the ceremony started. People were not
prepared for the bitter cold, and by the
time the first aid tent opened, there was
a line 100 people deep who thought
they were freezing.
The crowd was saturated with
American flags that awkward teenage
Girls Scouts and Boy Scouts furiously
distributed. You found out where your
neighbors were from, your feelings to¬
wards port-o-potties, and that every¬
one there was as excited and hopeful
as could be for this day. The Jumbotrons scattered about the Mall came to
life and a rerun of Sunday’s concert at
the Lincoln Memorial played. People
sang and danced for America and for
themselves and for their hope for the
future and for Obama. When Usher
sang, a few women started dancing
and in a few minutes’ time, hundreds
of people had joined in, doing the
hustle for Obama.
At 11:30 a.m., the pomp and cir¬
cumstance of the official ceremony
filled the Jumbotrons. By the way peo¬

ple cheered and waved their American
flags for the Democrats and for their
hometown politicians, you would think
dinner tables across the country wax
poetic every night about American pol¬
itics. The moment Obama was sworn
in was a climax of joy, relief and hope.
People hugged strangers and cried,
jumped up and down and pumped
fists, hooted and hollered and waved
little American flags like their lives
depended on it. Obama’s speech was
received with the spirit of believers,
of people hungry for the gospel. I’ve
never felt a crowd of people believe so
mightily.
I’ve been to music festivals, I’ve
been to protests, and I’ve been to
church, but I’ve never been to anything
even close to Obama’s Presidential In¬
auguration. Collectively, people felt
that this was the biggest event they had
ever been a part of or would ever likely
be a part of. The feeling was incredi¬
ble, and the celebration was something
beautiful.
The crowd chanted “O-ba-ma, Oba-ma” throughout the day. Obama
merchandise was bought and sold ev¬
erywhere you looked, and Obama’s
face and name were plastered across
everything and everyone. People
showed their support and enthusiasm
by embracing his image, by embrac¬
ing Obama-mania. And the American
people had in so many ways earned
the right to celebrate, to abandon de¬
spair and embrace the hope embod¬
ied in Obama. But throughout the day,
Obama-mania struck me as more and
more precariously fetishistic.
Obama is our hero in this grand
saga. His election and inauguration
as the 44th President was an incred¬
ible thing, but the fervor of Obamamania worried me that we, the Ameri¬
can people, have lost or would lose
sight of the reality: that Obama is just
a man who has come to represent
something much greater than him¬
self. There were no chants of “de-mocra-cy,” “en-gaged cit-i-zens,” or even
“A-mer-i-ca” on that Tuesday, granted
none of those sound as good as “Oba-ma.” But I hope that just because
we weren’t chanting them doesn’t
mean we will forget about them.
Obama is a great man, but he
is faced with a truly awesome task.
Obama is our rallying cry, but Obama
by his lonesome cannot bring about
the future that we hope for. The fervor
of Obama-mania at the inauguration
made me nervous that we are making
a fetish of him - irrationally imagining
him to have powers that he does not
have and consequently a responsibility
he should not have. In doing so, we
lose sight of our collective power and
responsibility to act as engaged citizens
in our great American democracy, if we
want to see truly better days.

Maintaining Justice
Penalizing Human Rights Violators
AFROZ BAIG
STAFF WRITER

Israel announced
on Sunday that its
government passed
a measure promising
that the government
will legally protect all of its military
personnel if they are accused of any
war crimes resulting from the latest
invasion of Gaza. The basic mindset
behind the measure is that Israel’s
soldiers protected the state and its
citizens by following orders and in¬
vading Gaza, so the state of Israel
will stand by them in the face of any
wrongdoing.
This move by Israeli officials is
not in the least surprising - many na¬
tions take such actions during times
of war. Even in the United States, we
have seen military courts struggle to
hand down sentences to American
soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan. It
seems counterintuitive to punish the
people putting their own lives on the
line to protect us. However, it is im¬
portant to consider the implications of
this move, especially from a human
rights perspective.
The mere fact that Israel is offer¬
ing a blanket promise of defense to
all of its soldiers dissolves any sense
of personal responsibility. War creates
many unpredictable situations; how¬
ever, that does not mean that soldiers
don’t have control over their own ac¬
tions. Another problematic aspect is
that U.N. Secretary General Ban Kimoon has already insisted that an in¬
dependent investigation be held be¬
cause of the Israeli Defense Force’s
actions against U.N. buildings and
personnel in Gaza. The Israeli army
is accused of using white phospho¬
rus shells, which are believed to have
caused a massive fire at a U.N. school
A

building being used as a civilian
shelter. International law prohibits
the use of white phosphorus during
times of war.
Over the course of the latest
invasion into Gaza, there are esti¬
mated to be more than 1,300 civilian
casualties. The mere number of ci¬
vilian casualties indicates that Israeli
soldiers may be accused of wrong¬
doing at some point down the road.
Many argue that Gaza’s small size,
combined with its dense population,
have resulted in the large number
of casualties. However, it is worth
investigating whether civilians suf¬
fered unjustly during this latest inva¬
sion, and if any of the actions taken
there could be deemed criminal.
What really bothers me is that
moves like these by nation states dis¬
solve the power and influence of in¬
ternational courts and tribunals. By
being guaranteed the protection of a
nation state, a soldier is given the ul¬
timate defense, regardless of whether
he or she is actually innocent. The en¬
tire reason these international courts
and laws exist is to ensure that there
is a baseline understanding of what is
appropriate and what is not - a single
level of understanding upon which
everyone operates. If those accused
of violating these preset conditions
and rules have the backing of an en¬
tire nation, it is obviously going to be
harder for international organizations
to conduct investigations or try ac¬
cused soldiers.
When it comes to discussing these
issues, justice is the elephant in the
room. War crimes and humans rights
violations are serious. If these crimes
are viewed as just another product of
war we’ve learned little to nothing
from history. Without pointing a fin¬
ger at either side, it is important to ask
See TROUBLE IN GAZA, page 4
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Dining Services’ Switch to Fair Trade Coffee Is A Good Choice
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

USDA Organic: All
natural substances are
allowed; all synthetic
substances, as well as
genetic engineering, ion¬
izing radiation and sewage sludge, are pro¬
hibited. The International Federation of Or¬
ganic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) is the
umbrella organization that makes sure that
organic certification means the same thing
all over the world. The USDA label ensures
that the coffee also meets the standards of
the Organic Crop Improvement Association
(OCIA), Quality Assurance International
(QAI) and Farm Verified Organic, and that
not just the farm but also the importer and
the roaster are certified as organic.
Ti?7?X
Bird-friendly: Coffee
farms must host a mini¬
mum of 10 native tree
species, have a shade
cover of at least 40 per¬
cent, and feature vertical

| USDA |

structural diversity among the shade trees to
mimic songbirds’ natural habitat. Doled out
by the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center
(SMBC), organic certification is a prerequi¬
site for earning this label. Also known as
“shade-grown,” bird-friendly coffee ensures
that forests, particularly the Amazon, are
not being clear-cut to make way for coffee
farms. Shade-grown/ bird-friendly coffee is
also said to have a deeper flavor since cof¬
fee beans are meant to mature gradually in
the shade rather than in full sunlight.
Fair Trade: Coffee
FAIR TRADE
cooperatives must be
worker-owned and dem¬
ocratically managed with
transparent administra¬
tion and investment in
social development proj¬
CERTIFIED
ects. Beans that boast this
TransFair USA label abide by the Fairtrade
Labeling Organizations’ Fair Trade terms,
which require a minimum price of $1.26
per pound for green coffee and 15 cents
more for certified organic coffee. Unlike
free trade, fair trade includes humans in the

BATES RATES

economic equation; its goal is to regulate
trade so that producers - in this case, cof¬
fee growers - are making enough money to
live dignified lives.
Of course, there are definite kinks with¬
in all of these socially-conscious initiatives,
and fair trade is still perhaps not as fair as
it could be. There is no question, however,
that it is worth it to look for these ethical
labels. TransFair USA estimated that in 2004,
coffee farmers around the world made an
additional $26 million through fair trade.
Amazingly, these incredible benefits for cof¬
fee growers cost consumers relatively little:
Bates pays only 11 cents more per pound
for Wicked Joe fair trade coffee than it did
for the old Green Mountain beans, going by
the pricing on both companies’ websites.
So how good should Batesies feel
about their now socially-conscious caf¬
feine highs? As it turns out, there is actually
some distinction to be drawn among the
four Wicked Joe blends offered in Com¬
mons. “Bella Maria Expresso” and “Wicked
French” both boast all three labels to look
for: organic, shade-grown and fair trade.

Trouble in Gaza
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The ’90s Dance

Only so many events let
us dress crazy and dance
even crazier.

The Puddle Jump

Inauguration Speech

Midnight Breakfast

Sub-zero temperatures
reveal sub-par genitalia.

/Is

It felt unnatural to be proud
during a President’s speech.

ds * 24 pancakes on my plate.
Coincidence? I think not.

The “Jamaican Me Crazy” and “Ha¬
zelnut” blends, however, are none of the
above. Instead of the bird-friendly/shadegrown label, these two blends are approved
by Rainforest Alliance, an environmental or¬
ganization with much more lenient certifica¬
tion standards than the Smithsonian Migra¬
tory Bird Center. Unlike SMBC regulations,
Rainforest Alliance coffees do not have to
be organic, and labor standards for work¬
ers are on par with local minimum wage,
which in some countries can mean less than
$2 per day.
Perhaps to compensate for the weaker
labeling, some of the proceeds from both
the “Jamaican Me Crazy” and “Hazelnut”
blends go to Coffee Kids, an organization
that works with Latin American communi¬
ties “to create education, health care, microcredit, and community-based programs for
coffee farmers and their families,” according
to the group’s website.
Still, given the wide array of W'icked
Joe coffees that are organic, bird-friend¬
ly and fair trade, Dining Services could
have pretty easily selected blends that

why the U.N. school building pro¬
viding civilians with shelter was at¬
tacked. There may be plausible ex¬
planations, but none can be found
unless these matters are investigated
by third parties who do not have a
stake in the matter.
The most important thing we must
be vigilant of is that this move by
the Israeli government does not stop
rightful charges from being filed. In
war zones, those without resources
and power often suffer the most, and
after war it is these individuals who
are left voiceless.
During this latest occupation of
Gaza, no media outlets were let into
Gaza to cover the invasion. All the
news footage coming out of Gaza
was produced by local media outlets
based in the area. I recall watching
CNN’s coverage of the conflict. The
frustrated reporters have all seen war
numerous times but were forced to
cover the story from the Israeli border
because they were not allowed to get
any closer.
All these things must be taken into
consideration: What did that lack of

international media coverage leave
out? How did the lack of media cov¬
erage benefit the Israeli government
and military? Would attacks against
the U.N. even have taken place had
there been more Western media out¬
lets within Gaza covering the humani¬
tarian effort?
I don’t have the answers to all these
questions, but I do feel that these are
important questions to ask in the face
of the Israeli government passing this
measure. During such a heated con¬
flict, tensions run high. Civilian cau¬
salities on both sides incite anger, and
often this anger escalates to the point
of no return. I am not advocating that
one side is right in this situation and
that the other is not. Rather, it is im¬
portant for the global community to
ensure that the passage of this mea¬
sure by the Israeli government does
not hinder human rights efforts in the
area. As I said before, being a part
of a military or holding a title within
the institution should not be a shield
that absolves personal responsibility.
If war crimes occurred during this lat¬
est invasion of Gaza, affiliation with
a military should not be a shield for
soldiers to hide behind.

displayed these labels.
Overall, though, the switch from Green
Mountain to Wicked Joe coffee in Com¬
mons is a commendable move, and one
that Dining Services should probably broad¬
cast a little more loudly. By fostering a tra¬
dition of socially-conscious coffee drinking
here at Bates, students are more likely to
become responsible consumers outside of
Commons as well.
Fair trade coffee still makes up a sadly
small percentage of total coffee sales, but
consumers are driving the movement and
forcing previously indifferent mega-compa¬
nies like Starbucks to adopt fair trade blends.
Since 2000, fair trade coffee has risen from
12,818 metric tons in global sales to 62,219
metric tons, (www.fairtrade.net.)
Serving W'icked Joe coffee in Commons
is a modest undertaking, but as the saying
goes, fair trade coffee is changing the world
“one cup at a time.”
Editor’s note: Information on the or¬
ganic, bird-friendly and fat trade labels is in
part tom “The Coffee Book” by Nina Luttinger and Gregory Dicum.

Digitz
14
The age of a Chicago boy who
dressed as a police officer, walked
into a station and received a patrol
car and an assignment for five
hours before being partnered with a
police officer who noticed the boy’s
uniform didn’t have the official star
on it.

The number of bulls killed by an
eleven-year-old matador in one
day. Michelito Lagravere Peniche
is the youngest matador to ever
achieve this feat.

The length, in feet, of a $400 shark
stolen from a pet store. Three boys,
without any bags or backpacks,
managed to grab it from the tank and
walk out without anyone noticing.

.66
The percent of the economy of
Mendocino County, California that is
fueled by marijuana.
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Round One ED Applicants See High Acceptance Rate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Diversity of the Applicants
my first choice college,’” noting that for many thoroughly committed students
it is a sound option.
However, Dean Mitchell has also seen “this layer of additional students
who don’t necessarily have Bates ahead of another school,” but think that ap¬
plying early decision will provide a competitive advantage.
The increase in applicants, however, does not explain this year’s high ac¬
ceptance rate.
Mitchell acknowledged that the current economy has played a large role in
the College’s decision to admit so many students early decision.
“I have to believe that many families are considering money this year,” he
said, pointing out that the “question of the uncertainties” is making it hard for
Bates to predict what enrollment will look like next year.
Early Decision, with its 95 percent yield, is a far safer bet than the uncertain
yield of regular decision, which this year is predicted to be around 30 percent.
Since Bates is not need-blind, the finances of the individual applicants can
also play a role in the decision-making process. While 62 percent of last year’s
entire applicant pool applied for financial aid, only 52 percent of this year’s did.
This becomes especially important at a time when financial need among stu¬
dents is sure to rise and increase competition for the school’s funds.
Mitchell said, “at Bates, an ED admit that needs money is going to get the
same package as a regular admit.”
When the ED applicant pool is compared to the regular applicant pool, other
significant differences emerge.
While 14 percent of last year’s applicant pool was comprised of U.S. mul¬
ticultural students, only seven percent of ED applicants this year fall into this
category. Similarly, while 18 percent of last year’s total pools were foreign stu¬
dents, only 14 percent of this year’s ED pool consists of students applying from
outside the U.S.
Dean Mitchell commented that while this year’s ED pool “is a strong
group, it’s not representative of the whole group,” a fact that he is sure “is
tied to finances.”
Beyond the lack of racial diversity, geographic diversity within the U.S. is
also notably absent within the ED pool. Fifty-three percent of ED applicants this
year come from New England, compared to 41 percent of last year’s total appli¬
cant pool. Twenty-five percent of this year’s applicants are from Massachusetts,
11 percent from New York, and 10 percent from both Connecticut and Maine.
These statistics are fairly typical, and reflect what Mitchell called “a strong re¬
gional bias” towards ED.
Mitchell noted that Bates has “spent a lot of time recruiting outside the four
big states,” time which was “not so represented in the ED applicants,” and went
on to comment that he is “really excited to read the regular applications, be¬
cause...! know how diverse and far-reaching those applicants are.”
The Admissions Office is not blind to the controversy that this year’s statistics
will undoubtedly stir up, according to Mitchell.
“I feel like it’s getting a little out of balance,” Mitchell said, referring to the
disproportionate acceptance rates which he worries will prompt more students to
apply ED for the wrong reasons. “I think it’s confusing to high school students.”
He fears that the increased importance of ED will deprive students of their
“right to choose” the right college for them and thus result in less accessibility
and diversity.
“I think principles are important - that’s what Bates is about.” Mitchell said,
calling for increased discussion among students and faculty about the issue.
He even admitted that he is “beginning to ask.. .whether ED II has outlived
its purpose.”
In facing these “big questions,” Mitchell reiterated that the philosophy of the
school should be remembered. “We’re Bates! What does that mean? What’s the
Bates thing to do?”

Where They’re From

18%

2009
2008
U.S. Multicultural

2009
2008
International

Early Decision Applicants

Financial Aid
Represents the percentage of ED applicants who ap¬
plied for financial aid.

2009

2008
ED 1

Yield on Accepted Applicants
Yield represents how many of accepted applicants
eventually attend Bates.

Early Decision

ED 2

Total Applicants

Regular Decision

Newman Day Legacy Celebrated

Campus Honors
Historic Inauguration
Dining Services. “I decided it would be
in the best interest of all students to
set
up a ‘bagged’ lunch pick-up area
Bates alum, Benjamin Mays, President
so that all those who might miss lunch
of Morehouse College and mentor to
could have an alternative.” The Dining
Martin Luther King, Jr.”
Services staff exerted “extra effort” to
For others, Obama’s speech inspired
distribute over 400 bagged lunches to
confidence. “I was moved by Obama’s
the student body.
allusion to Washington’s words where
The inauguration celebration exte .tdpeople can unite behind hope and vir¬
ed off-campus as well. “When Obama
tue in the darkest of times,” said junior
won the presidency, I made a personal
Daniel Gimbel, President of the Bates
pact with myself that I would in person
Democrats. “We have had challenges
see him sworn in,” said senior Ana Ni¬
before and met them. Now will not be
cole Rodriguez who “road-tripped” to
any different.”
D.C. specifically for the inauguration
Students responded positively to
with
six other Bates students.
the
challenges
The students
Obama delineated
attended the inau¬
in his address. “It
gural concert or
[Obama’s speech]
“This event was note¬
“the
soundtrack
gave me hope
worthy because the stu¬ to Obama’s cam¬
that he can fix our
dents, deans, professors paign,” as dubbed
healthcare and ed¬
by U2, in addition
ucation systems,”
and staff all reveled in
the actual cere¬
Kate Fitzgerald TO
the moment together, in to
mony. Artists such
said. “I’m really
the same room, which
as Stevie Wonder,
hoping that he can
is something that hasn’t Beyonce and Mary
get us out of Iraq
performed.
as soon as possible
happened before,” said J. Blige
“No
other ex¬
and restore our im¬
Petrick.
pression is more
age.”
appropriate than
Bates students
‘life changing’ to
and staff not only
convey my feelings
attended the onabout that day,” said Rodriguez. “Every¬
campus celebration together, but also
one at the inauguration, in the streets,
collectively aided in its preparation.
at the National Mall, in the subways
The CHC, working alongside the Bates
demonstrated a new kind of patriotism
Democrats, publicized the Silo viewing
not imbued with fear or hatred of ‘the
as the first event of the Winter Carni¬
other,’ and one that I feel comfortable
val. “We thought it was a truly historic
embracing.”
event and should be available for ail the
Whether members of the Bates
students who cared to watch to do so,”
community
viewed the inaugural cer¬
said senior Adam Ratner, Vice President
emony on or off campus, they celebrat¬
of the CHC.
ed it jointly.
Apart from the organizational ef¬
“There was a strong sense here, as
forts of the Bates Democrats and CHC,
there was throughout the country, that
Dining Services played a crucial role
this was a historic moment, that we
in celebration preparations. “I not only
thought about those students [in the were all together here at Bates - and
on the mall in Washington and around
Silo], but also about other students
the globe - watching something that
who might be watching the inaugura¬
would be remembered for many years
tion elsewhere and would also miss
lunch,” said Christine Schwarz, head of to come,” said Hansen.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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Last week’s snowstorm gave winter sports enthusiasts a chance to enjoy the outdoors. Above, a student catches some air on a
homemade ski jump.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and deeds of questionable character,”
Newman wrote.
JAs and RCs have always been told
to encourage their first-years to partici¬
pate in Winter Carnival events, such as
the Puddle Jump and sledding down
Mt. David, but to try to have fun with¬
out relying on intoxication. This year,
however, the Residential Life staff im¬
plemented the Change for Change cam¬
paign aimed at recasting Newman Day
in the spirit of Newman’s letter.
Soliciting donations at Commons,
Residential Life staff sought to raise
money to send a camper to the Hole
in the Wall Gang Camp, a residential
summer camp for critically ill children,
which was founded by Newman. So
far they have raised $290 and are still

welcoming donations.
Although it is impossible to deter¬
mine either how many students partici¬
pated in Newman Day or the number
of individuals able to complete it, rem¬
nants of ink marking off finished beers
can be seen on forearms for days after.
Bates EMS received no alcohol relat¬
ed calls this year, down from two last year
- but the same as the two years prior.
Traditionally on a Wednesday dur¬
ing March around the time when the
students originally saw the interview,
Newman Day was intended for juniors
and seniors with rules against disrup¬
tions in classes, dining halls and labs,
according to a letter from Dean Reese.
Reese’s letter contradicts preexist¬
ing Newman Day research conducted
by The Student, which found that
Newman Day was first invented by

John Scavotto 79 and other Milliken
House residents. No formal rules that
prohibited disruptions were created,
according to early reports of Newman
Day in The Bates Student.
The move to Friday of Winter Car¬
nival increased participation and binge
drinking, which led to generally de¬
structive behavior. Responding to the
event, “the college instated strict penal¬
ties, most notably a three-week suspen¬
sion of dining privileges for the flicking
of food,” according to the letter.
It is a common misconception, sup¬
ported by Wikipedia, that the event
stemmed from the unsubstantiated
Newman quote, “24 hours in a day, 24
beers in a case. Coincidence? I think
not," which is incorrectly attributed to
the film “Cool Hand Luke.”
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Election Challenge Fails to Change Results
Presidential Results

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Total Voter Participation
Did Not Vote

Treasurer Results

The EJC found unanimously in favor
of Gimbel and Bakow. Had the commit¬
tee ruled against either one or both of
the candidates, their candidacy would
have been thrown out.
Candidates had until 8 p.m. Sun¬
day night to appeal the ruling, at which
point the ruling would be presented to
the RA.
“The objection made against me
was that I placed voters under duress
and lingered around them while they
were voting,” said Gimbel. “The Elec¬
tions and Judiciary Committee found
my argument valid that by offering my
computer to those who requested it and
not making an effort to influence them
while they were voting... I was not in¬
timidating them in any way.”
During the election process all three
candidates were allowed up to one
hour to go through Commons with a
computer and encouraging students to
vote, according to RA Parliamentarian
Meredith Greenberg ’ll.

Also elected were: Ketevan Vashakidze ’ll was unopposed in the election
for Vice President of Student Commit¬
tees, Vantiel Duncan T2 was also un¬
opposed for Vice President of Student
Clubs, and David Baily ’ll defeated
Vitalie Djugostran for BCSG Treasurer
- the first time the position has been
elected since the BCSG changed it from
an appointed position.
Gimbel will take office by Feb. 1. His
first priority will be extending the Sun¬
day hours of the Davis Fitness Center.
Outgoing President Paul Suitter ’09
felt good about his one-year term.
"There was a lot of controversy in
the beginning, but I think we weath¬
ered the storm and treated everything
with as much fairness as possible", he
said.
Suitter noted that each BCSG presi
dential election he had witnessed dur
ing his four years at Bates prompted an
objection.
This years election was not out of
the ordinary in that sense, he said.

.

Write-Ins:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barack Obama
The Master Chief
Bob Saget
Ron Paul
Anyone Else
Other
Yo Mama

New Student Resource Offers Sexual
Assault Victims Assistance
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

son’s consent can be made, for which
legal help can be attained.
Interviewed students disagreed as to
whether a program like SAVA was nec¬
essary at Bates. Razin Mustafiz ’09 felt
that there should be a SAVA program
based at Bates despite much student
indifference to its creation. Justin Me¬
deiros 10 on the other hand said that
in his three years of college he had not
heard about such things happening on

campus. “Bates has such a tight-knit en¬
vironment, I doubt such drastic events
will occur here. I never really hear
about these things on campus. I did not
even know such a program existed, so
it’s really interesting to me.”
Nelson, however, is enthusiastic
about her work and hopes that with
better publicity she can help more stu¬
dents in the future. So far, publicity has
included informational posters around

campus and presentations to be held
in all dorms. While responsibility for
faculty and staff members is not part of
her job, she said that she would help
them at the SACC center on Webster
Street. She also confirmed her avail¬
ability at all times through phone, email and drop-ins, or during her office
hours, 2 to 5 p.m. Thursdays and 3 to
6 p.m. Mondays. Her campus office is
located at 146 Wood Street

Libertarian Economist Rejects Bailout
SIMONE PATHE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

When students gathered to hear the
economics department discuss the fi¬
nancial bailout last October, rejection of
the plan was not mentioned. Students,
professors and several security officers
received a different perspective from
libertarian economist Jeffrey Miron last
Thursday in a lecture sponsored by the
economics department and the College
Republicans entitled, “Bankruptcy or
Bailout: A Libertarian Perspective on
the Financial Bailout.”
Letting the banks fail would have
been a fairer and quicker solution to
the economic crisis, Miron argued.
Even before official recognition of a
slowdown in the economy in December
of 2007 and January of 2008, indicators
of economic health had been abnormal
for some time.
Housing prices were steadily in¬
creasing throughout the mid-1990s and
in 2002-2003 their incredible growth
shocked economists. In 1991, construc¬
tion of new homes began to increase
until 2007.
That homeownership rates in¬
creased during a time of unnaturally
high housing prices suggested trouble.
Ideally, housing prices should be much
more stable, Miron explained.
Unusually high stock prices also
signaled an impending crisis. Contrary
to popular belief, stock prices are actu¬
ally about where they should be right
now, said Miron. They only seem low
because of the relatively high prices en¬
joyed over the past several years.
Although Wall Street is guilty of
accepting the opportunity to provide
bad loans, private companies cannot
be blamed for this behavior because
the drive to make money makes capi¬
talism work. Instead, the current eco¬
nomic crisis can be traced to several
federal policies.
The burgeoning housing bubble
was the result of the Federal govern¬
ment’s goal of increasing home own¬
ership rates. As a libertarian, Miron
argued that this is not a role for govern¬
ment, but rather a task that should be
left to the market.

Fannie Mae, a hybrid of a govern¬
ment enterprise and a private company,
extended loans to people who could
not afford to pay them off. Known as
NINJA loans, or “no income, no job: ap¬
proved,” the loans were a risky venture
for the company.
Normally, loan agencies require
people to prove employment and lay
out a 20 percent down payment up¬
front. Fannie Mae would not have dis¬
tributed these risky loans if it were not
for government pressure to increase the
number of homeowners in the country,
said Miron.
Third, Miron implicated the private
sector’s dependence on the federal gov¬
ernment. Although these companies
recognized the risks involved in ap¬
proving unqualified applicants, they did
not worry about a burst in the housing
bubble because they knew that the Fed¬
eral Reserve would bail them out if the
economy spiraled downward, as econo¬
mists predicted it eventually would.
When the housing bubble did burst,
the Federal Reserve could not provide
enough liquidity to cover the losses of
the banks.
For the economy to right itself, stock
and housing prices need to fall. Even if
forgoing the bailout led to deeper reces¬
sion, it would have been worth it for the
economy’s long-term health, said Miron.
The bailout was the wrong answer
for several reasons, according to Miron.
First, it unfairly distributes federal mon¬
ey to the shareholders and creditors
who made bad decisions while setting
a bad example for other businesses that
use the government as a back-up when
initiating risky transactions.
Bankruptcy for the banks, known
as receivership, would render shares
worthless. Depositors would be paid
off from the bank’s remaining balance
and if no more money was available
from the banks, the Federal Reserve
could print more money expressly for
this purpose.
The results of the bailout are still
inconclusive, but there are not yet any
indicators of success. Miron predicted
at least another six months to a year of
recession.

“Agnostic over whether there should
be a stimulus,” Miron said that if it is go¬
ing to happen, he would like to see it in
the form of tax cuts instead of expendi¬
ture increases.
The Federal government should cut
costs on the war in Iraq, subsidies for
agriculture, state universities and the
space program, said Mrion.
His preference for tax cuts is not
simply reflective of his libertarian poli¬
tics. Chairwoman of the Council of
Economic Advisors in the Obama Ad¬
ministration Christina Romer proved
that tax cuts are more effective at stim¬
ulating the economy than is expendi¬
ture. Lower taxes inspire people to
save and invest.
One exception to Miron’s defense of
tax cuts is the corporate income tax. If
it were eliminated, corporations would
have* more assets with which to solve
their liquidity problems.
Miron has no sympathy for ho¬
meowners who cannot pay off their
mortgages. Just as banks should file for
bankruptcy, homeowners, even recipi¬
ents of crooked loans, who cannot pay
their mortgages should be foreclosed.
Government aid to the private sec¬
tor does more harm than good, Miron
concluded. The “Fed doesn’t create li¬
quidity, it has to transfer it from some¬
where else,” so someone will always
lose, he explained.
Joking that the Feds should simply
provide a conference room, the cof¬
fee and the donuts and let the banks
work out their problems on their own,
Miron suggested that the Federal gov¬
ernment should play the role of ref¬
eree, not funder.
When Economics Professor Michael
Murray asked Miron about the lack of
regulation of the private sector, Miron
responded that regulation motivates
business to move overseas.
“I want to see all policies since the
’90s repealed...and I mean the 1790s,”
within five years, Miron said. To him,
a government that is 20 percent of its
current size would be ideal.
Miron is a senior lecturer and direc¬
tor of undergraduate studies in Harvard
University’s economics department.

.

This Week in Bates History...
ALEXANDRA KELLY
STAFF WRITER

1925
Bates students, working with the Y.W.C.A, raised a fund
of $60 to “adopt” Cleon Chirakis, a young Greek refugee
whose parents had been killed.
Success of a Roger Williams open house party was
front-page news. It was the first time in several years that
women visited the upper floors of the dorm, then known
as “the Monastery.”

1934
Two-time Pulitzer Prize winning poet and writer Carl
Sandburg gave a lecture in the Chapel.
For the first time, the Carnival Hop was free to students
and faculty, though each person attending had to invite a
guest since stagging was not allowed.

1947
Winter Carnival’s semi-formal dance had a ’90s theme —
the 1890s, that is. For their “Gay Nineties Review,” commit¬
tee members looked back to “the era of long dresses and
the horse and buggy.”
Waitresses in costume served refreshments, and during
intermission the crowd was entertained by the crooning of
a barbershop quartet.

1968
A correspondent from the Collegiate Press Service in Viet¬
nam had a pessimistic outlook on the so-called “progress”
there. On seeing a banner over a major boulevard in Saigon
that read, “1968 Will See Success of Allied Arms,” he wrote,
“For a moment I thought it must be an attempt at black hu¬
mor. It isn’t that, but it is blatantly sadistic to promise peace
in a country that has seen 20 years of continual war, when
there are no indications of an end to the slaughter.”

1980
Senator Edward Kennedy spoke in Lewiston in the midst
of his presidential campaign.
Twelve students broke the world record for continuous
play of volleyball, playing for 72 hours straight in Rand
Gym.

1993
As Bill Clinton took office, Forum writer Julia Flanagan
urged students to write letters suggesting that he stop the
bombing in Iraq.
“Unfortunately, although George Bush, the president
who advocated these attacks, is on his way out of office,”
she wrote, “there is little hope that Bill Clinton’s actions will
'be any different.”_^

Market & Eatery
120 SPRING STREET. AUBURN 783-8900
WANT A SANDWICH THAT WILL FILL YOU UP!
TRY OUR FAMOUS BIG MOUTH ITALIAN
CREATED BY US IN 1983. STILL OUR MOST POPULAR
SANDWICH TODAY! INGREDIENTS ARE PREPARED LIKE A
TOSSED SALAD AND THEN SERVED ON A SOFT BAKED
PIZZA SHELL WHICH IS BAKED FRESH TO ORDER AND
STILL WARM WHEN IT ARRIVES! ONLY 7.50 EACHFEEDS ONE BIG DUDE OR A COUPLE WIMPY EATERS.

VISA
DELIVERING 10AM TO 8:30 PM
MONDAY TO SATURDAY

CHECK THEM OUT ONLINE!
6 DIFFERENT ONES TO CHOOSE FROM!

ZAPIZZAMARKET.COM
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fWednesday, Jan. 28
College Republicans
Meeting

English Langugage
Learning Workshop

7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Want to advertise an
event on this calendar?

4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.
Pettengill 312

Pettengill 151

Chinese Table
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New Commons 131

Latinos Unidos Meeting
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. *
Multicultural Center
Downstairs Lounge

This workshop will help provide
; those participating with skills
1 to help understand the factors
that influence English Language
Learners’ adjustment academi¬
cally and socio-culturally.

Bates Christian Fellowship
Meeting
7:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Chase Hall
Hirasawa Lounge

Bates Democrats Meeting
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
New Commons 221

E-mail agoldst2@bates.edu with title,
time, place and a brief description.
Submissions are due the Sunday
prior to publication by 6 p.m.

an. 3
Men’s Hockey vs. Daniel Webster
7: 15 p.m./ Underhill Arena

English Language Learning Table
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
New Commons 226

■*

+

Women’s Basketball vs. Connecticut College

Shabbat with Hillel
5:45 p.m./ Frye Street Union

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

7 p.m.
Alumni Gymnasium

Job and Internship Search Strategies
The Office of Career Services

Filmboard Presents Role Models
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Olin 104

New Commons 211
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Olive: The Pit of Strout’s Novel in Short Stories
J<ssei© SQv^yeD1 CffiaEagiffg JSiCs & LGvQng EfliGoc) DOsGugsGs £h© BgoCs affid OoffidEcCs JVn 0nGe&vGevZ7 wCtG) tie J^uGhSr
Elizabeth Strout 77 considered herself a short
story writer at the beginning of her career before
beginning novels. In her latest book, “Olive Kitteridge,” published this past year, Strout melds her pas¬
sion for writing short stories and novels into one.
“Olive Kitteridge” is a compilation of 13 short
stories that each revolve around a character of the
same name who is a retired math teacher. Olive is a
witty and sarcastic woman. Her love for her family
and friends is hardened into an austerity and sad¬
ness as time passes and she observes the changes in
her life and her home in Crosby, Maine, as well as
the struggles of her fellow town-members.
The stories are organized chronologically. The
presence of Olive as a tie between each narrative
establishes a continuity that emphasizes the unity
of the stories as a whole. “Olive Kitteridge” reads
like a novel because of its structure. Strout attributes
this style to her occasional frustration with Olive
and her desire to present Olive in bursts and lay¬
ers, as opposed to writing a whole novel in Olive’s
perspective.
While Olive is a part of each story, her role var¬
ies, as does the perspective of each piece. In some
stories Olive is center stage, but in others she ap¬
pears merely in the thoughts of one of the other
characters or walks across the scene of someone
else’s narrative. To whatever degree she is involved
in each story, she becomes a common link between
characters, showing how people’s lives can over¬
lap.
This concept is typical of Strout’s writing, as she
has always taken an interest in the portrayal of peo¬
ple. She puts tremendous effort into fully develop¬
ing each of her characters, whether they have the
smallest appearance or are a lead persona. Strout
inhabits the world of whatever story she’s writing
and makes it a point to build realistic characters as
a sense of duty to her readers.
Like Strout’s first two novels - “Amy and Isabelle”
and “Abide with me,” both New York Times bestsell¬
ers - “Olive Kitteridge” is set in Maine. A Portland

SPACE Gallery:
A Concept Venue
Worth Your Time
ELIZABETH ROWLEY

ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

While Bates does a commendable
job of bringing music and performance
to campus, it’s always nice to venture
out of the bubble to discover what
alternate venues have to offer. SPACE
Gallery in Portland is one such note¬
worthy destination.
The gallery is a concept venue de¬
signed for exhibition. Equipped with a
stage and ample wall space, it doubles
as an art gallery by day and a concert
hall and theater by night.
I was lucky enough to experience
a show at SPACE Gallery before win¬
ter break. The Spinto Band played with
Oxford Collapse. Phantom Buffalo, a
local Portland band, opened and nearly
stole the show.
Upon entering SPACE Gallery, you
are engulfed by the arts. The gallery
lights illuminate the walls and stage at
the far end of the one-roomed interior,
commanding attention to the crucial
points of display. One corner cradles
the bar, surrounded by stools and deco¬
rated brightly with holiday lights.
The current art exhibition is titled
“Sound and Vision: Circuit, Tube, and
Prism,” curated by Gideon Bok and fea¬
turing pieces from a number of artists. It
is based on the color spectrum and the
refraction of sound, electricity and light.
Rainbow rays carefully crafted on can¬
vases gleam against bright white walls.
The exhibit opened on Feb. 9 and is
currently open to the public Wednesday
through Saturday, from 12 to 6 p.m.
In addition to concerts, SPACE Gal¬
lery frequently hosts an array of perfor¬
mance arts. Last Thursday, the gallery
hosted a free show titled “Naked Shake¬
speare.” Fortunately, or unfortunately,
the actors were fully clothed in street
garb and performed short scenes from
an array of Shakespeare’s plays without
costumes, lighting or props.
The performance was one of a se¬
ries of installments presented by the
Acorn Shakespeare Ensemble. The acts
are purposely designed to illuminate
the power of Shakespeare’s language
and imagery in the absence of perfor¬
mance aids.
For those who are intent on explor¬
ing the amalgamation of arts SPACE
Gallery has to offer, the venue is locat¬
ed at 538 Congress St. and the sched¬
ule is available online at http://www.
space538.org/index.php. Rest assured,
SPACE Gallery is truly an innovative
venue worthy of a look and listen.

native and a Bates grad, Strout shows an air of nos¬
talgia for her home state in her writing, while at the
same time exposing the reality that change will hap¬
pen over time, even to the places and people clos¬
est to you. She promotes the mindset that people
have to accept change and move on.
Strout’s approach to “Olive Kitteridge” is refresh¬
ing and innovative. The novel in short stories is
unique to its time, and time, although an elusive
element in her stories, is able to bind the bursts of
Olive together in a collage of the interlocking lives
around her.

An Interview with Elizabeth Strout ’77

Jessie Sawyer: How was your experience
at Bates?
Elizabeth Strout: Overall it was a really,
really good place for me to be. I did not
have a sense in particularly [of] belonging.
I never felt like a real Batesie in the way
that I think a lot of people do. I think part
of that is the nature of a writer. You never
feel a part of a group. It’s very difficult.
All of the writers I know were alienated
people in different sorts of ways. I think
that Bates at that time was a very tradi¬
tional school and I kind of understood that
I wasn’t and wasn’t going to live a tradi¬
tional sort of life. There was a feeling of
displacement, but I did have my theater
friends, and those people are still the best
friends in my life.
JS: “ Olive Kitteridge” is a collection of short
stories, but because each story is placed
chronologically, it reads like a novel. How
did you decide on this structure?
ES: “Olive Kitteridge” is truly a novel in
short stories. I wrote the first Olive story
right after I finished “Amy and Isabelle.”
So, a lot of them were written earlier.
Some of them were re-written to have Ol¬
ive in them. But then the main bulk of
them I wrote in the summer a couple of
years ago when I needed to get the book
done. But the point that I’m trying to make
here is that when I wrote the first one, I
understood that I would write a book of
stories about Olive. I knew she was going
JESSIE SAWYER/THE BATES STUDENT
to have her own book, but I needed to
Elizabeth Strout '77 is back in Lewiston, Maine doing
decide in terms of stories. I think, when I
research on the Somali culture for her upcoming
looked back on it, well, one story was al¬
novel. Strout is also the author of “Amy and Isabelle,” ready done, so the form itself was already
which Oprah Winfrey’s Harpo Films adapted to a
taking place. But I also think she was a
movie for television.
very large character for the reader to deal

A Happy Ending
for A Cappella
Batesies Want Them Back Next Year
CHARLIE THAXTON

STAFF WRITER

Facebook invites and announce
e-mails foretold a large turnout for
the Winter Carnival A Cappella
Concert, and The Crosstones, The
Deansmen, The Merimanders and
The Manic Optimists delivered a
delightful show to the truly large
crowd of eager students on Tues¬
day, Jan. 20.
The performance was to begin
at 10:30 p.m., but nearly all of the
seats in Olin Concert Hall were oc¬
cupied 15 minutes prior as students
chattered excitedly, texted their
friends and reminisced about last
year’s performance. Even the stair¬
well to the upper level was filled
with audience members.
Sophomores Becca Waldo and
Katie D’Angelo spoke about last
year’s performance and their ex¬
pectations for the evening.
“We’re looking forward to all
the groups,” Waldo said.
D’Angelo agreed, "The Meri¬
manders are always great, and The
ManOps are fun to watch too.”
The comments echoed the gen¬
eral feeling of anticipation in the
room. Everyone seemed excited to
see the groups showcase their skill,
and, of course, many were eager
to watch their friends perform. The
evening was punctuated with ap¬
plause and shouts of friends’ names.
At 10:40 p.m., members of the
Chase Hall Committee welcomed
the students to the 87th annual Win¬
ter Carnival and listed some of the
upcoming events. They concluded
and introduced the first act of the
night, The Crosstones.
The Crosstones emerged to ap¬
plause, looking uniform in their
assorted vests and white shirts.
They started off the evening pos¬
sibly alluding to the upcoming ’90s
dance with the Counting Crows’
“Mr. Jones.” The group sounded
well-rehearsed and put-together as
each member embraced their role
- the audience truly appreciated
the song. The group then moved
on to an excellent rendition of The
Jackson 5’s “I Want You Back.” The
whole audience approved of the song

and soloist Molly Wolkin ’09, singing
along and bouncing in their seats.
The Crosstones finished and in¬
troduced the next act, The Deans¬
men. The group emerged, sans
costume, but moved the audience
with a pleasant and slow rendition
of “Georgia on my Mind,” featur¬
ing Eddie Arsnow ’10. In a show
of their emotional range, the group
moved on to the classic “Dancing
in September,” by Earth, Wind &
Fire. As David Brustlin ’09 soloed,
the group added a visual element,
grooving slowly in a semi-circle
and receiving loud cheers from
their fans.
The
Merimanders,
wearing
dresses and the like, strode on
stage next. After performing a great
rendition of “Never Ever” by All
Saints, the group truly left the au¬
dience agape at their second song,
Mika’s “Happy Ending.” Soloists
Lexy Smith ’09 and Hanna Birkhead
’ll arguably stole the show.
Finally, as the night wound
down,
The
Manic
Optimists
emerged, striding confidently onto
the stage in a huddle. Tastefully
dressed in matching suits, the group
garnered the most introductory ap¬
plause. The group began with a
peppy and upright rendition of
the “Ghostbusters” theme and the
crowd roared as soloist Ryan Pollie ’10 - who has recently returned
from a semester abroad - emerged
from his initial concealment in the
ManOp huddle.
The ManOps’ antics were the
most overt and hilarious, engaging
in some lively choreography and
enunciating the repeated refrain of
“Ghostbusters!” especially well. The
group closed out the evening with
T.I.’s “Whatever You Like,” with all the
expected revelry and response from
the crowd as Tyler Infelise ’09 soloed
and played on the comic innuendos.
ManOp Ian Dulin ’12 comment¬
ed that on the whole, “Everyone
did great;” especially enthusiastic
about Pollie’s reintroduction.
The evening wrapped up tidily
around 11:10 p.m., and students
walked off into the blustery night
with smiles and high expectations
for next year’s performance.

with on a rather consistent basis than they
would in a novel. So, I thought of it more
episodically. Bursts of these powerful mo¬
ments of Olive.
JS: In your stories it seems like as much
attention is paid to minor characters as ma¬
jor characters. How do you develop your
characters three-dimensionally to make
them real?
ES: I just imagine them. They’re just deeply,
deeply imagined. I know if I don’t imag¬
ine them deeply then the reader isn’t going
to be able to see them deeply. I read so
much stuff that the writer didn’t take the
emotional time because it’s exhausting. It’s
not like you just do this with your hand.
You don’t' just write this, you have to ex¬
perience it. You have to live it. If you don’t
then the reader isn’t going to be interested.
Why would they.
JS: So, you have to write as a reader?
ES: And also as a character. Like in [my]
story, “A Different Road,” Olive is held hos¬
tage in a bathroom. It was a very hard story
for me to write because I’ve never been
held hostage in a bathroom. I haven’t been
held hostage. So, how do I write that? And
you think, “when have I felt like a hostage
or when have I felt that sense of despera¬
tion,” so every single thing that you have
experienced, you sort of go through it, go
through it and go through it, and think,
“how am I going to find the hysterical el¬
ement that would come put in that situ¬
ation.” So, there’s that whole emotional
investment of trying to find that feeling so
that it’s real. On top of that, I had to go
find a bathroom, sit in it with my hands be¬
hind my back to see where the rails would
come up. You need to be accurate.
See Interview Continued:
BEHIND THE WORDS, page 9
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COURTESY OF THE CHASE HALL COMMITTEE

After a semester abroad in Cork, Ireland, junior Ryan Poilie rises from his hiding
spot in a pack of ManOps to make an entrance back into the a cappella scene.

Temperature in Lewiston Maine by 11pm: -7 degrees...

Boy on Phone: What? You have my shoes? You mean I didn’t walk home in them? And
my coat?
New Commons
Is It Man or Beast?..

Boy to friend: So you ready to go see Bear tonight?
Alumni Gym
Not Everyone Needs Kama Sutra...

Boy: She told me that watching me ski gave her an orgasm.
His table: Uhhhh....
Boy: Lets be honest, I think it’s the best compliment I have ever gotten.
New Commons
Does That Make A Difference?...

Boy: We need to hang out with some hot biddies.
Girls: We’re not attractive enough for you?
Boy: No, you’re dating my best friends!
New Commons
Be Careful When Choosing a Dessert...

Boy to his friend at the dessert table: Make sure you keep your fingers clean tonight.
New Commons
Are you listening? Have you heard anything you shouldn’t have? Let us know! You can
send your overheards to: overheardatbatesiS’gmail.com.
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Still in
The ’90s

KELLY COX
STAFF WRITER

If you look across the white, snowy quad shadowed by dark brown trees and
are suddenly struck by lime greens and fluorescent yellows, you are most likely
spotting one of the best-dressed ’cats on Bates campus. Benjamin Latham 11 is
this week’s Best in Style because of his wild wardrobe full of uniqtie sweaters and
T-shirts which never fail to surprise onlookers with their originality.
Latham usually sports pre-owned clothing worn by time. Each piece of
Latham’s dress has a built-up character, mostly a humorous one which epitomizes
his electric personality. Ben collects his fabric treasures from used clothes shops
such as Salvation Army and Goodwill.
'1 get my stuff from stores that sell pre-owned clothing, stuff that’s already
been broken in,” commented Latham.
Latham wears the T-shirts you were likely to have as a child, such as wildlife
scenery depicting wolves or his famed purple sweater decorated with “endan¬
gered” dolphins. His style epitomizes the ’90s, and his outfits can evoke profound
memories to bursts of laughter.
“1 get my inspiration from rainbows, unicorns, but mostly wolves,” Latham
relayed over a cup of coffee at Commons. “One time I bought four wolf shirts
by accident.”
Latham's interesting style began as a young child, when he often dressed in a:
tie-dye shirt and matching hat. His originality in dress has stuck with him all the
way up to Bates. He finds his diamonds-in-the-rough in his crammed closet filled
with vibrant designs and timeless fashions.
“I like his T-Rex shin because it’s partying,” noted Greg Flynn ’ll.
Ben’s style is so classic that he did not have to scrounge through Salvation
Army or Walmart to find his outfit for the ’90s dance. He simply reached into his
bureau and picked out his favorite sweater and dancing shoes. Ben remarked that
he felt like a kid again at the ’90s dance, where everyone was sporting variations
of his style.
“I felt like I was going through puberty again.”
Men’s fashion magazine “GQ” may say that dark plaid shirts and fluorescent
yellow sunglasses wrapped together by blue jeans and a windbreaker straight
from “Saved By The Bell” doesn’t work, but it is these crazy combinations that
makes Ben Latham stand out for Best in Style,
“Ben’s style epitomizes how a college student in Maine would look,” re¬
marked classmate Allison Lizars ’ll. “Also, I’ve never seen anyone make Bette
Midler heads look so good Ion a T-shirt]!”

Taylor the Latte Boy, Bring Me
Broadway, Bring Me Joy
ZOE ROSENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

Performing to a crowd far exceed¬
ing what appeared to be the expected
capacity, the Robinson Players pre¬
sented their third annual Bates on
Broadway Live Musical Review at
the Benjamin Mays Center Saturday
evening. The intimate setting of the
Mays center proved to be ideal for the
cabaret style performance, which was
a series of 12 Broadway show tunes
strung together with comedic inter¬
ludes by co-hosts Stacia Saniuk ’09
and Sulochana Dissanayake ’09Showcasing a large cross-section of
Bates musical and theatrical talent, the
show took off immediately, engaging
the crowd as Saniuk and Dissanayake
entered the stage dancing to Beyonce’s
“All the Single Ladies.” Directors Schuy¬
ler Rooth ’ll and Eliza Read-Brown ’ll
effectively organized the order of songs
and presented alternating solo acts with
duets while balancing the more upbeat
numbers with mellow ballads.
The Mays Center proved to be a
particularly perfect location in which to
present some of the slower songs with
only one performer, since it may have
proved difficult for them to fully grab
the audience’s attention in a larger au¬
ditorium setting.
Excluding the last two numbers of
the evening, all songs were accompa¬
nied by pianist Kate Lyczkowski ’09,
who remained on stage at all times with
the performers, adding to the cabaret
feel of the entire production. Song se¬
lections were taken from a wide range
of shows, varying from the well-known,
such as “Chicago”'s “Funny Honey,” to
the less notorious “Bewitched” from the
musical “Pal Joey.”
One of the most notable numbers
was the only song not actually from a
Broadway show. “Taylor the Latte Boy,”
performed by Hanna Birkhead 'll, is a
song recorded by Kristen Chenoweth

on her 2005 album “As I Am.” It was
chosen to be included in the review
since its upbeat style was consistent
with that which is typical of musical
theater. Birkhead’s presentation of the
song was executed excellently, receiv¬
ing some of the most laughter over the
course of the entire evening as she sang
of lustful infatuation with a Starbucks
barista named Taylor.
Some of the most appealing songs
were those that were borrowed from
the less well-known musicals, such as
“A Miracle Would Happen/Climbing
Uphill,” from “The Last Five Years.”
Performed by Rooth and David Brustlin ’09, the number told the story
of relationship struggles from both
perspectives of the couple involved.
Brustlin’s performance appeared both
effortless and natural, while matched
with the necessary exuberance and
comedic zest to truly appeal to the
audience. Paired with Rooth, who
delivered her character’s emotions re¬

Left to Right: sophomore Schuyler Roth, junior Eddie Arsnow, senior Amy Lareau,
Review with “My Junk” from “Spring Awakening.”

When Rudd and Stiffler Become Role
Models For McLovin’ and Bobb’e
HILLARY FINK

It Is Never Too Late To
JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Start a Radio Show

John Baughman encourages more pro¬
fessors to start their own radio shows.

ELIZABETH ROWLEY
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

John Baughman is an associate pro¬
fessor and chair of politics here at Bates,
and the only professor currently spinning
tracks on-air with WRBC. His show, titled
“Global Dap,” is an array of funk and
soul worthy of recognition, broadcasting
Wednesday morning 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Baughman is no novice to WRBC.
He has been off and on the airwaves
for about six years; however,
he decided to change the for¬
mat of his show after return¬
ing from a sabbatical during
which he conducted research
in Washington D.C.
Baughman absolutely has
the experience necessary to offer
a well-organized show and only
regrets not beginning his career
in college radio earlier. Earning his B.A.
from Harvard and his Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago, Baughman recalls
having roommates at both schools that
had shows which he attended although
he never had his own.
“I’ve been surrounded by it all
along. Maybe I’m making up for lost
time,” he considered, laughing.
In remembering his time as a col¬
lege student, Baughman spoke briefly
of the evolution of music since the
days of vinyl, when album art was the
defining face of the music world, and
of the captivating qualities of liner
notes and 45 singles with their A-sides
and B-sides on the flip side.
“It’s this whole technology I grew
up with,” he said. “It’s making a come¬
back. It’s a warmer sound, and in this
world of MP3s, it’s nice to have that
tangible record in front of you.”
During his early days at WRBC,
Baughman hosted a show called
“Translocal Underground,” broadcast¬
ing mostly indie rock and punk. He
embraces new musical genres in his
new show, having made the switch
after experimenting on-air and gain¬
ing some' affirmation from a caller
who liked his changing sound. He
attributes the successful evolution of

his musical choices to the nature of
college radio.
“One of the values of college radio
in general is the opportunity to hear
lots of music you can’t hear on com¬
mercial radio,” Baughman explained.
“So I thought I’d give this a shot for a
while and see how it flies. So far I’m
having fun.”
Baughman is of the mind that
the less talking on-air, the better. “I’d
rather let the music play,” he claimed,
with the exception of PSAs and Bates
announcements.
“I do like the shows
where the DJs have some¬
thing to say, and in fact in
past years there have been
really good political shows
that students have done, but
for my purposes I feel I do
enough talking in other ven¬
ues,” Baughman said.
Baughman’s reputation as a poli¬
tics professor precedes him, and he
would like to see more of his col¬
leagues participate in WRBC.
“It’d be nice to see more faculty
members with shows,” Baughman com¬
mented. “I know there’s a lot of faculty
with deep musical interest, not only in
the music department, but obviously
there as well.”
While he expressed regrets for the
state of faculty participation, Baughman
respects the integration of community
DJs into the station.
“I like the fact that we have so many
community DJs who have been doing
this for a long time. There are some
pretty well-established shows, shows
that have followings in the community.
It’s a service for the Lewiston/Auburn
area. It’s a student-run station, as it
should be, but it’s nice that the com¬
munity is incorporated.”
Baughman plans to continue his
involvement with the station, provid¬
ing his schedule allows.
“I think WRBC is a great institution
with a lot of history,” Baughman said.
“I think once students get involved,
they understand that and what a valu¬
able resource it is. I think it is at times
a little underappreciated.”

alistically, the song was a highlight of
the evening.
The review culminated with two
elaborate numbers from the popular
musical “Spring Awakening.” Trans¬
ferring to accompaniment by a threepiece band made up of Joe Williams
’09, George MacDonald TO and Tom
Bowden ’09, the stage was overtaken
with the energy of the performers as
they presented first “The Bitch of Liv¬
ing” and then “My Junk.” The addition
of the band added the appropriate
variance from the previous numbers,
while shifting the general spirit to
something akin to a rock opera, prov¬
ing to be the perfect choice for the fi¬
nale of the show. “The Bitch of Living”
was performed by Eddie Arsnow TO,
David Brustlin ’09, Josh Lake ’f)9, Rus¬
sel Richie ’09, Charlie Emple T2 and
Drew Gallagher ’ll, with “My Junk”
performed by Kolby Hume ’09, Amy
Lareau '09, Caroline Servat TO and
Schuyler Rooth ’ll.

sophomore Drew Gallagher and junior Caroline Servat close the Broadway Musical

STAFF WRITER

Baughman
on Board
with WRBC

9

There are few actors working today who are as likeable as
Paul Rudd. He has an unquantifiable characteristic that makes
him seem relatable no matter what part he is playing. This
trait alone should be enough to get you to see “Role Models,”
his most recent film. Luckily, “Role Models” also happens to
be a surprisingly enjoyable, lighthearted comedy.
Directed and co-written by David Wain, who is best
known for the cult classic “Wet Hot American Summer,” “Role
Models” stars Rudd as Danny, an unhappy man living in Los
Angeles. Danny hates his job, which requires him to give
talks at schools convincing kids to drink Minotaur, an energy
drink. His partner is Wheeler, played by Sean William Scott,
best known as Stifler from the “American Pie” films. Wheeler
is a well-meaning playboy who is able to find the joy in life
that Danny cannot. The pairing of these two actors, who have
radically different comedic styles, is genius. Scott’s broad hu¬
mor is the perfect foil to Rudd’s dry wit.
On one particularly draining work day during which the
pair has consumed an unhealthy number of Minotaur drinks,
Danny is pushed too far and purposely crashes the company
truck. His lawyer girlfriend, played by the underutilized Eliza¬
beth Banks, negotiates to get them sentenced to 150 hours
of community service before she dumps him. Danny and
Wheeler must work as mentors at a Big Brother/Big Sistertype program called Sturdy Wings.
The program director at Sturdy Wings, played by Jane
Lynch, is a former addict who doesn’t trust those whose par¬
ticipation is court-ordered. She assigns the pair to two par¬
ticularly difficult Tittles.” Danny is matched with Christopher

“McLovin” Mintz-Plasse’s Augie, a nerdy high schooler whose
greatest passion is playing LAIRE, a live action medieval
role playing game. Wheeler gets Ronnie, played by Bobb’e
J. Thompson, a small boy with a mouth so dirty that you
wonder what kind of parents would let their child even read
the script. Ronnie’s idea of fun is telling a crowded room that
Wheeler wants him to take his pants off.
The action of the film unfolds somewhat predictably. The two
jaded adults are originally resentful of their mandatory commu¬
nity service. However, spending time with their younger coun¬
terparts helps them to reevaluate their lives. Eventually, both lose
the trust of the boys they now care about and must work to get it
back. The story is not original, but the writing in “Role Models”
is. The laughs flow consistently, and there are enough twists and
bizarre situations to keep the plot from seeming stale. The final
LAIRE scene is so well done that it will temporarily make you
curious if there are any such groups in the Lewiston area.
“Role Models” fits nicely in the suddenly popular genre of
R-rated comedies that skillfully walk the line between raunchy
and heartfelt. The dialogue is incredibly smart at times, like
in one memorable scene where Rudd rants about Starbucks’
nonsensical words for small, medium and large. Though “Role
Models” may not be a movie that you’ll want to see again and
again, it is definitely not to be missed.

Roaring Review: 3 and 1/2 out of 5 Bobcats

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Interview Continued: Behind The Words
JS: Do you ever feel like you’re
becoming a part of the story that
you’re writing.
ES: I am a part of the story that I’m
writing. Always.
JS: Have you ever created a char¬
acter you didn’t like?
ES: But it’s not my place as a per¬
son that’s created [a character] to think
poorly of him...I’m not interested in
judging [my characters] at all.
JS: Do you ever get writer’s block,
and if you do, how do you deal with it?
ES: I think that my version of
writer’s block is just writing badly,
writing stuff that I understand is not
particularly good or truthful, but I
will continue to put sentences out. I
do just compulsively write until I can
find the sentence I want.
JS: When you’re producing a
short story or novel, when can you
tell that iris ready?
ES: I think there have been a
number of years where I didn’t neces¬
sarily know. I’ve read so many things
that I can become an automatic edi¬
tor at a certain point....I have a sense
of having done it so much now that I
know what it is I want.
JS: If I want to become an author,
how do I go about getting my work
published?

ES: For young writers, it’s under¬
standable and it’s something to watch
out for; there’s a real anxiety about
publishing. I always tell my students
that the most important thing is the
work. The energy should go into the
work. However long it takes to learn....
If you want to publish badly enough,
you can always find a place to pub¬
lish eventually, but why do that if you
could be producing really good work
if it takes longer? You want to pro¬
duce something that has weight to it.

JS: Before you were saying that a
lot of writers you know feel alienated.
Why would you say that is?
ES: To be an artist is to be outside
a particular type of society.... A long
time ago someone said to me, “You’re
an artist. They’re different. You have
to accept it.” I remember thinking,
“I don’t want to be different. I don’t
want to accept it.”
JS: Do you think of writing as
more of who you are or a career?
ES: It’s who I am.

Tuesday - Sunday 7am-2pm (Breakfast only Sat. & Sun.)

SHOW YOUR BATES ID AND
RECIEVE 1096 DISCOUNT t

THE BAKE SHOP IS NOW OPEN!
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FURKAN DIKER

Oscar is turning 81 and has an¬
nounced his nominations for the 2009
Academy Awards, which can be viewed
Feb. 22 on ABC at 8 p.m. Eastern Time.
For more details, see www.oscars.com.
Best Picture: “The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button,” “Frost/Nixon,” “Milk,”
“The Reader,” “Slumdog Millionaire”
Actor in a Leading Role: Richard
Jenkins, “The Visitor;” Frank Langella,
“Frost/Nixon;” Sean Penn, “Milk;" Brad
Pitt, “The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button;” Mickey Rourke, “The Wrestler”
Actress in a Leading Role: Anne Hath¬
away, “Rachel Getting Married;’’Angelina
Jolie, “Changeling;” Melissa Leo, “Fro¬
zen River;’’ Meryl Streep, “Doubt;” Kate
Winslet, “The Reader”
Actor in a Supporting Role: Josh
Brolin, “Milk;” Robert Downey Jr.,
“Tropic Thunder;” Philip Seymour
Hoffman, “Doubt;” Heath Ledger,
“The Dark Knight;” Michael Shannon,
“Revolutionary Road”
Actress in a Supporting Role: Amy
Adams, “Doubt;” Penelope Cruz,
“Vicky Cristina Barcelona;” Viola Davis,
“Doubt;” Taraji P. Henson, “The Curilous Case of Benjamin Button;” Marisa
]Tomei, “The Wrestler"
Directing: David Fincher, “The Cu¬
rious Case of Benjamin Button;” Ron
Howard, “Frost/Nixon;” Gus Van Sant,
“Milk;” Stephen Daldry, “The Reader;”
Danny Boyle and Co-director Loveleen
Tandan, “Slumdog Millionaire”
Foreign Language Film: “The

Baader Meinhof Complex,” Germany;
“The Class,” France; “Departures,” Ja¬
pan; “Revanche,” Austria; “Waltz With
Bashir,” Israel
Writing (Adapted Screenplay): Eric
Roth and Robin Swicord, “The Curi¬
ous Case of Benjamin Button;” John
Patrick Shanley, “Doubt;” Peter Mor¬
gan, “Frost/Nixon;” David Hare, “The
Reader;” Simon Beaufoy, “Slumdog
Millionaire”
Writing (Original Screenplay): Court¬
ney Hunt, “Frozen River;’’Mike Leigh,
“Happy-Go-Lucky;” Martin McDonagh,
“In Bruges;” Dustin Lance Black, “Milk;”
Andrew Stanton, Jim Reardon and Pete
Docter, WALL-E
Animated Feature Film: “Bolt,” “Kung
Fu Panda,” “WALL-E”
Art Direction: James J. Murakami
and Gary Fettis, “Changeling;” Don¬
ald Graham Burt and Victor J. Zolfo,
“The Curious Case of Benjamin But¬
ton;” Nathan Crowley and Peter Lando, “The Dark Knight;” Michael Carlin
and Rebecca Alleway, “The Duchess;”
Kristi Zea and Debra Schutt, “Revolu¬
tionary Road”
Cinematography: Tom Stem, “Change¬
ling;” Claudio Miranda, “The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button;” Wally Pfister,
“The Dark Knight;” Chris Menges and
Roger Deakins, “The Reader;” Anthony
Dod Mantle, “Slumdog Millionaire”
Sound Mixing: “The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button,” “The
Dark Knight,” “Slumdog Millionaire,”
“WALL-E,” “Wanted”

Sound Editing: Richard King, “The
Dark Knight;” Frank Eulner and Chris¬
topher Boyes, “Iron Man;” Glenn
Freemantle and Tom Sayers, “Slum¬
dog Millionaire;” Ben Burtt and and
Mathew Wood, “WALL-E;” Wylie Stateman, “Wanted”
Music (Original Score): “The Curi¬
ous Case of Benjamin Button,” Alexan¬
dre Desplat; “Defiance,” James Newton
Howard; “Milk,” Danny Elfman; “Slum¬
dog Millionaire,” A.R. Rahman; “WALLE,” Thomas Newman
Music (Original Song): “Down to
Earth” from “WALL-E,” Peter Gabriel
and Thomas Newman; “Jai Ho” from
“Slumdog Millionaire,” A.R. Rahman
and Gulzar; “O Saya” from “Slumdog
Millionaire,” A.R. Rahman and Maya
Arulpragasam
Costume Design: Catherine Mar¬
tin, “Australia;” Jacqueline West, “The
Curious Case of Benjamin Button;” Mi¬
chael O’Connor, “The Duchess;” Danny
Glicker, “Milk;” Albert Wolsky, “Revolu¬
tionary Road”
Documentary Feature: Ellen Kuras
and Thavisouk Phrasavath, “The Betray¬
al (Nerakhoon);” Werner Herzog and
Henry Kaiser, “Encounters at the End
of the World;” Scott Hamilton Kennedy,
“The Garden;” James Marsh and Simon
Chinn, “Man on Wire;” Tia Lessin and
Carl Deal, “Trouble the Water”
Documentary Short: Stephen Oka¬
zaki, “The Conscience of Nhem En;”
Irene Taylor Brodsky and Tom Grant,
“The Final Inch;” Megan Mylan, “Smile

Pinki;” Adam Pertofsky and Margaret'
Hyde, “The Witness - from the Balcony
of Room 306”
Film Editing: Kirk Baxter and An¬
gus Wall, “The Curious Case of Ben¬
jamin Button;” Lee Smith, “The Dark
Knight;” Mike Hill and Dan Hanley,
“Frost/Nixon;” “Milk;” Chris Dickens,
“Slumdog Millionaire”
Makeup: Greg Cannom, “The Curi¬
ous Case of Benjamin Button;” John Caglione Jr. and Connor O’Sullivan, “The
Dark Knight;” Mike Elizalde and Thom
Floutz, “Hellboy II: The Golden Army”
Animated Short Film: Kunio
Kato, “La Maison en Petits Cubes;”
Konstantin Bronzit, “Lavatory - Lovestory;" Emud Mokhberi and Thierry
Marchand, “Oktapodi;” Coug Sweetland, “Presto;” Alan Smith and Adam
Foulkes, “This Way Up”
Live Action Short Film: Reto Caffi,
“Auf der Strecke (On the Line);” Eliza¬
beth Marre and Olivier Pont, “Manon
on the Asphalt;” Stephen Green and
Tamara Anghie, “New Boy;” Tivi
Magnusson and Dorte Hogh, “The
Pig;” Jochen Alexander Freydank,
“Spielzeugland (Toyland)”
Visual Effects: “The Curious Case
of Benjamin Button,” “The Dark
Knight,” Iron Man
Academy Award winners previ¬
ously announced this year: Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award (Oscar stat¬
uette): Jerry Lewis; Gordon E. Sawyer
Award (Oscar statuette): Pixar Anima¬
tion Co-founder Ed Catmull
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Carnival Madness: Bates Seven of 11
Men’s Alpine
Sixth in Slalom,
Seventh in GS

Men’s Nordic
Takes Fourth
BETH TAYLOR

HARRY POOLE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Though the main features may be the
Puddle Jump, basketball games against
Colby and Bowdoin and the ’90s Dance,
the Bates Carnival also includes two days
of racing for both the Nordic and alpine
ski teams.
The weekend kicked off for the Bates
men’s Nordic team at 11 a.m. on Friday
with a 10k classic technique race. Led by
an incredible fifth place finish from senior
Sam Evans-Brown, Bates placed four ski¬
ers in the top 25 and finished fourth over¬
all to Dartmouth, UVM and UNH.
“An outstanding performance from
Sam Evans-Brown,” said senior Captain
Sylvan Ellefson. “Sam has come a long
way and worked really hard. He should
be very happy with the way he is skiing
right now.”
Saturday’s race, four laps of a chal¬
lenging 5k course, had a frenzied start as
91 skiers fought for position on a narrow
trail. By the time the pack of racers came
through the stadium at the beginning of
their second lap, the field had spread out
a little, and Bates fans were psyched to
see Evans-Brown and Ellefson skiing at
the front, with teammates senior Dylan
Mogk, senior Connor Cushman, senior
Tim Whiton and junior Harry Poole not
far behind.
An impressive tactical race by Dart¬
mouth won them the top three spots and
the overall title for the day. Evans-Brown
took fifth for the second day in a row,
with Ellefson close behind in seventh
place. Mogk took 31st, followed by Cush¬
man in 36th, Poole in 50th and Whiton
in 57th.
“That third place finish [in the 20k
mass start free] will give us confidence
going into the upcoming weekends,” said
Ellefson.

In the first Eastern Intercollegiate Ski
Association Carnival of the year, sopho¬
mores Natalie Ruppertsberger and Kirsten
Gill turned in career-best performances,
leading the women’s Nordic team to fifth
place at Bates’ home carnival.
In a preview of the NCAA Cham¬
pionship course at Black Mountain in
Rumford, Maine, the women got off to
a good start behind Ruppertsberger’s
ninth-place finish in Friday’s 5k classi¬
cal technique race and Gill’s crossing the
finish line in 13th place in Saturday’s 15k
skating technique race.
While Ruppertsberger’s outstanding
finish on Friday was the highlight on
the women’s side, the team score is cal¬
culated by each team’s top three skiers’
finishing place. Gill added a career-best
17th place (16:34.9) and sophomore Me¬
gan McClelland added a solid 22nd place
(16:45.7) to round out the scoring.
Saturday’s race was a definite change
of pace from Friday’s 5k as the women
raced 15k in windy and cold conditions
that made it difficult to ski alone. The
race was a team mass start - a starting
technique that assigns each team one
lane. Contrary to Friday’s individual start
that separated each skier in 30-second
intervals, when the gun went off, all 92
women started at once.
Gill stayed with the lead pack for
the majority of the race before eventual
winner Lucy Garrec of Colby picked up
the pace and created gaps amongst the
top skiers. Despite losing a couple of
places over the last few kilometers, Gill
trumped the previous day’s career best
as she finished an impressive 13th place
with a time of 47:36 - only 13 seconds
out of the top 10.
|

Women’s Indoor
Fourth of Nine
at Brandeis

Men’s Squash Falls
to the Top-Ranked

JORIE OHLSON

ROSS BROCKMAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Bobcats began their six-week
carnival circuit on Friday with a homehill advantage at Sunday River. Lead¬
ing the way was first-year standout
Bump Heldman, recently retired from
the U.S. Ski Team. Heldman was the
first finisher for Bates on Friday during
the Giant slalom event, placing 11th
for college competitors.
First-year Alex Jones was the next
Bates finisher in 22nd. Following Held¬
man and Jones was Ben Manter ’ll in
30th, putting the Bobcat men in seventh
place as a team.
On Saturday, as the temperature
dropped and the winds picked up,
the men took to the hill for the slalom
event. Sophomore Ross Brockman was
the first finisher for Bates in 15th place.
Another strong showing from Heldman
put him into 18th place and Jones fin¬
ished in 26th.
As a team, the men moved up one
spot from the day before to take sixth
place. Sophomores August Felix and
John Canney had tough times, but both
have high hopes for the upcoming car¬
nival this weekend hosted by UNH at
Attitash Resort in N.H.
As the season progresses, the team
hopes to improve on their already im¬
pressive start. After losing five senior
men, the team is composed of three
first-years and four sophomores, and
the young talent is leading the team.
As the team looks ahead to future
carnivals, they hope to improve on their
finishes to qualify a full team to the
NCAA Division I Championships, which
Bates will host this March.

Sophomore Micaela Holland skied to
an 11th place finish in Saturday’s slalom
as the women’s alpine team fell into some
bad luck in their first carnival of the year.
Holland made a great jump to move up
22 spots from bib 33 in the rough condi¬
tions, just over four seconds off race win¬
ner Christine Roberts of Dartmouth.
Freshman Kristen Waddle was also
able to make a significant jump into a
great starting position for second run,
but unfortunately she could not finish.
“Hey, [stuff] happens,” said Waddle after
her run. “When you go balls to the wall,
you can’t expect to finish every race, but
when I do, look out Picabo Street....”
Senior Co-Captain Emily Sampson
was the second Bates finisher with a re¬
spectable 18th place finish while fellow
senior Co-Captain Megan Papineau was
able to scrape out a 23rd place finish de¬
spite a considerable mistake during her
first run. Sophomore Brit Hastings round¬
ed out the Bates finishers in 35th place.
In Friday’s Giant Slalom, the girls
faced some early season bumps and
they were unable to perform up to
their enormous potential. Senior CoCaptain Liz Thompson led the girls
with a disappointing 21st-place finish.
Holland and Waddle finished 24th and
25th respectively - about six seconds
off the scorching pace of Darmouth’s
Courtney Hammond.
Papineau was the star of the morn¬
ing, finishing the first run in fifth place.
Unfortunately she was unable to keep
her blazing speed under control on the
second run and she was catapulted into
the course’s safety netting.

Women’s Squash 5-6
MAC KING
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

With a 9-0 shutout over Connecticut
College, the I4th-ranked women’s squash
team ended their weekend on a high
note. Senior Sarah Blomstedt, and sopho¬
mores Anna Hogeland Stephanie Cabot

won every point they played.
The day before, the Bobcats fell to the
third-ranked Yale Bulldogs, 9-0. Playing at
the eight spot, Cabot was only Bobcat to
win a game.
The team is 5-6 and has a crucial
home match against 12th-ranked Bowdoin today at 6 p.m.

Men’s Hockey Splits with Keene State
PAUL LOMBARDI
STAFF WRITER

The Bates men’s hockey team split a
home-and-home series against league-rival
Keene State College last weekend. The
Bobcats lost a close contest at home on Sat¬
urday night, 6-5, before avenging the loss
and bouncing back with a huge 4-0 win.
The Bobcats improved to 9-2-1 overall and
8-1 in league play.
In Saturday’s 6-5 loss, junior Wes Chaput
scored his team-leading 25th goal. Other
goals came from first-year Cam Chaput,

senior Sam Kaplan, sophomore Matt Ohlheiser and sophomore Tyler Dewdney.
On Sunday, the Bobcats enacted re¬
venge when they traveled to N.H. to finish
up the home-and-home series with a 4-0
victory. Cam Chaput, Ohlheiser and soph¬
omores Miles Davee and Rory Cosgrove
scored goals. Senior goalie Ryan Rollo
earned the shutout.
Because Bates outscored Keene State in
die two games 9-6, if the Bobcats win out in
their final four league games they will cap¬
ture the league tide for the fourdi straight
season.
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MAC KING
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Senior CorCaptain Izzy Alexan¬
der broke her own Bates record in
the 600m on Saturday, finishing first
in the event at the Reggie Povau
Memorial Invitational meet at Bran¬
deis University. As a team, Bates fin¬
ished fourth out of the nine schools
competing. The Bobcats posted 109
points, trailing only Bowdoin (157),
Brandeis (154) and Amherst (110).
Junior Vantiel Elizabeth Duncan
won the shot put with a throw of
41’7” and the weight throw with a
toss of 48’2”.
Junior Katie Bash took second
in the 800m and senior Co-Captain
Jen Marino finished third in the
400m. First-year Tina Tobin came
in third in the 55m hurdles. Tobin,
sophomore Dana Lindauer, Marino
and Alexander placed second in the
4x400m relay.
The team travels to USM on Sat¬
urday Jan. 31 to compete at the USM
Invitational.

Game
Over
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Co-Captain Val Beckwith
drained 28 to lead Bates past
Colby on Saturday. She scored
17 the night before against
Bowdoin. Beckwith leads the
team in field goal percentage,
points per game, rebounds
and free throw attempts. She
is averaging 18.7 points per
game, and Bates is second in
the NESCAC standings.
JUDSON PECK/TME BATES STUDENT

Women’s Nordic
Takes Fifth

Women’s Alpine
Fifth in Slalom,
Seventh in GS

Still, when I look at completeness
on both sides of the ball, Pittsburgh has
a significant advantage. I can’t imagine
an often-squeamish Cardinal team outmuscling this always-physical Steeler
squad. There are too many question
marks. How will Arizona’s relatively
youthful offensive line respond to James
Harrison blowing through the middle
and laying Warner on his butt? Similar¬
ly, when Polamalu drops his shoulder
into Tim Hightower, how psyched is
the Richmond rookie going to be to get
back out there and try it again?
The Cardinals are very young, but I
don’t buy the argument that their lack
of experience is a disadvantage. I also
don’t think Arizona Head Coach Ken
Whisenhunt’s time as Pittsburgh’s de¬
fensive coordinator will benefit either
team. The weather won’t be a factor
and with the exception of Ward - who
would be a significant loss - both teams
are reasonably healthy. If ever there was
an even playing field, this is it. Assum¬
ing the officiating is good, the winner
of Super Bowl XLIII will be the better
team. No excuses.
“This summer we should get some
brats with relish and go to Wrigley to
watch the Cubs.” That was this Mid¬
western mystery woman’s opening
line. For my buddy, it was over before
it began. The Super Bowl should tran¬
spire in a similar manner. Pittsburgh 27,
Arizona 10.

ERIC ARMSTRONG
STAFF WRITER

While the men’s squash team
turned in impressive performances
against Trinity and Yale on Saturday,
the Bobcats were ultimately defeated
by the first-and third-ranked teams in
the nation.
Bates lost 8-1 to Trinity and 7-2 to
Yale. Bates’ Bobby Burns T2 won in
five games against both the Bantams
and the Bulldogs. Kush Mahan TO post¬
ed an impressive 3-1 victory over his
Yale opponent.
Prior to this, Bobcats enjoyed deci¬
sive victories over Vassar, Wesleyan and
St. Lawrence. Bates also had a 9-0 defeat
over BBC rival Bowdoin last Thursday.
In last weekend’s matches, the
team saw particularly impressive per¬
formances from Mahan, Will Katz ’ll,
Matt Marchisotto ’ll and Chip Rus¬
sell ’09 who were undefeated against
Wesleyan and St. Lawrence. Thursday’s
triumph over Bowdoin marks the 15th
consecutive Bates victory against their
in-state rival.
The Bobcats, currently ranked 12th
nationally, will be competing in the
NESCAC Championships this weekend
hosted by Trinity and Wesleyan.

Men’s Indoor
Third of 10
KATIE BASH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

First-year Candido Bousquet’s top
leap of 20T0.50” in the long jump made
him the only Bobcat event winner this
past weekend as the men’s track team
competed at the Reggie Poyau Memorial
Invitational at Brandeis University. The
Bobcats finished third out of 10 teams
with 117 points, just behind WPI (158.50)
and Bowdoin College (139).
Other highlights from the meet includ¬
ed a second place finish from the distance
medley relay team consisting of senior CoCaptains C.J. Murray and Michael Watson
along with sophomore Tom Esponnette
and junior Naoki Kakuta. The quartet ran
a combined time of 10:25.29 - just one
second behind Bowdoin and almost a full
minute ahead of Colby.
Murray and Esponnette went on to
compete in the 1,000m, finishing fifth and
seventh respectively. Meanwhile Watson
and Kakuta competed in the 600m and
finished fifth and 12th respectively. Also
placing second was the 4x400m relay team
of sophomore speedsters Brett Epler and
Ryan Quinn and juniors Carlos Castro and
Co-Captain Steve Fukuda. Epler also made
the finals in the 55m hurdles, finishing fifth
overall with a time of 8.21 seconds.
In the sprints, first-year Mike Jiang fin¬
ished second in the 55m dash with a time
of 6.74 seconds, and first-year Nick Marinakis finished fifth in 6.82. Quinn placed
third in the 200m with a time of 23 75.
In the distance events, junior Doug
Brecher finished seventh in the 3,000m
with a time of 8:58.12 - ten seconds faster
than he ran last week. In the 5k sopho¬
more Devin Dilts ran an impressive 15:27,
which was good enough for second.
In the field events, Bates dominated
the pole vault, with senior Co-Captain Je¬
rome Bennett and first-year Sam Goldstein
placing second and third respectively.
Mark Liu continued to hold his own
in the weight throw, finishing fifth overall
with a 4710.50” heave.
Before the Bobcats take on Bowdoin
at States on Feb. 7, they will compete at the
USM Invitational on Jan. 31.

We’ll Pass
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

no secret.
Pittsburgh head coach Mike Tomlin
must find a way to cover Fitzgerald and
Boldin in order to shut down the air
attack. If either of these two are open,
Warner will find them and they will
score. Think back to last week when
Warner lit up the Philadelphia Eagles as
he hooked up with Fitzgerald for nine
completions, 152 yards and three trips
to the end zone.
While Warner and his trio of stand¬
out receivers remain the highlight of the
team, the defense needs to step up as
it has throughout the postseason. Boast¬
ing safety Adrian Wilson and cornerback Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie,
two freakish athletes, the secondary is in
good hands. Though he is only a rookie,
Rodgers-Cromartie plays like a 10-year
veteran. He can get beat, but he has the
speed and athleticism to make up for
his mistakes.
Through three playoff games, Wil¬
son and Cromartie have combined for
31 tackles, two interceptions, two sacks
and two forced fumbles. With RodgersCromartie likely covering Santonio
Holmes in an effort to take away the
long-ball, the Cardinals can focus more
attention on the shifty, consistent and
dangerous Hines Ward.
Ward had a typical Hines Ward sea¬
son, totaling 82 receptions, 1,047 yards
and seven scores. However, Ward took
a tough hit against the Baltimore Ravens
in the AFC Championship and left the
game with an injury that team doctors
described as “a slightly tom MCL.” To

this point, Ward has yet to practice and
was put on the “questionable” section of
the injury report.
If Ward does not play, the Cardinals
will have an easier time with Pittsburgh’s
offense. Quarterback Ben Roethlisberger
was inconsistent all season long, throw¬
ing just 17 touchdowns along with an
unimpressive 15 interceptions.
Pittsburgh could take advantage of
a mediocre Arizona defensive line and
try to find holes for running back Willie
Parker. The Cardinals run defense has
been inconsistent throughout the sea¬
son, and they will need to be at their
best in order to limit Pittsburgh’s offen¬
sive production.
With the Cardinals relying on theft
high-flying offensive attack and athletic
defense, their game is unpredictable.
Their unpredictability is' why they fin¬
ished a disappointing 9-7.
Larry Fitzgerald and Anquan Boldin
are two of the best offensive weapons in
the league and if Warner can get them
the ball, the Cardinals will put enough
points on the board. If Warner can con¬
tinue the form that he miraculously
found early in the season, the Cardinals
will win. If Hines Ward does not play,
Pittsburgh has limited offensive weap¬
ons and consequently will not be able
to match Arizona’s offensive production.
If Warner can keep his offense on the
field for a majority of the game, the Car¬
dinals will win.
It will not be a miracle if the Cardi¬
nals win the Super Bowl, but it will be
a surprise. If even some of these ifs turn
into reality, the Arizona Cardinals will be
the ones laughing at all of the doubters.
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Men’s Hoops Beats Bowdoin, Falls to Colby

Women’s
Hoops Second
in Conference
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPOfcTS EDITOR

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Junior Co-Captain and starting point guard Chris Wilson pulls up for a jumper against Bowdoin. Wilson had the game's winning assist and scored 13 points in the contest,
KATIE BASH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With four seconds left on the
clock and the game on the line, CoCaptain Scott Place sank a threepointer that gave the Bobcats a cru¬
cial win over Bowdoin.
The team knew they had a big week¬
end ahead of them as they were set to
compete against in-state NESCAC rivals
Bowdoin and Colby at home. Each year
these games draw large numbers of bois-'
terous Bates fans to the already hot and

cramped conditions of Alumni Gymna¬
sium. Fans usually witness close match¬
ups. This weekend proved no different.
The Bowdoin game remained close
the entire night. The teams were tied at
27 going into the second half. Neither
team lead by more than 4 points during
the first half.
Halfway through the second half, the
Bobcats managed to pull away 47-41
- the biggest lead of the game. This
lead was quickly challenged by the Po¬
lar Bears as the two teams remained
within four points of one another for

the rest of the game.
The game was tied up with 39
seconds to go, and had it not tjeen
for Co-Captain Chris Wilson’s pass to
Place, the outcome could have been
very different.
Wilson finished with 10 points and
7 assists, while sophomore Brian Ellis
scored a game-high 15 points for the
Bobcats. Junior Jimmy O’Keefe con¬
tinues to contribute a great deal to the
team’s success, finishing Friday’s contest
with' 6 points and 4 boards.
■ Unfortunately, Saturday’s afternoon

match-up against the Mules saw a dif¬
ferent outcome. The game remained
close until the last six minutes when
Colby came from behind to defeat the
Bobcats 65-59.
Wilson turned in another impressive
performance, leading the team in points
and assists 'with 13 and 4 respectively
while Place and senior Co-Captain Ben
Thayer each added 10 points of their
Own. This was a career high for Thayer.
The loss dropped Bates to 9-8 overall
and 1-3 in the conference. The Bobcats
play at Conn, College Jan. 30 at 7 p.m.
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Super Bowl Predictions

Pittsburgh, 27-10
MAC KING
MANAGING SPORTS

1 saw my- best friend
fall in love this weekend. The girl was a
triple threat: smart, funny and beautiful.
That she grew up in the Midwest was
an added bonus. She swept him off his
feet with charm, grace and a couple of
original dance moves.
But this column is about the Super
Bowl. And no, I probably won’t be able
to craft a successful metaphor relating
Pittsburgh’s impending destruction of
the Cardinals to a blonde bombshell
from Illinois’ demolition of my best
friend’s heart. Naysayers of me and of
this column both long-term and re¬
cently converted -• might cite this par¬
ticular edition as further evidence of my
reluctance to actually discuss sports. Oh
well. Second semester senior year, I do
what I want.
The mantra that “defense wiqs
championships” is overused and bor¬
ing. In football, as in many sports, a
team can’t win a championship unless
they score more points than their op¬
ponent. Duh.
Super Bowl XLIII pits a dominant
defense against an explosive offense.
The Steelers create turnovers, pressure
the quarterback and boast arguably the
greatest linebacking corps in the his¬
tory of the game. The Cardinals wow
their opponents and fans with flashy
passing plays; spin moves and stutter
steps and beat you with what is per¬
haps the finest wide receiver tandem of
all time. To watch a shutdown defense
like Pittsburgh’s tee off against the most
dynamic offense in the league is an ex¬
citing thought. But perhaps it is riot the
headline of the game.
On ESPN radio the other morn¬
ing, Mike Greenberg suggested that
the real match-up of Super Bowl XLIII
will occur not between the Cardinal
, offense and the Steeler defense, but
between the Steeler offense and the
Cardinal defense.
In this scenario, Pittsburgh crushes
Arizona. As long as Ben Roethlisberger leaves his bike in Pennsylvania and

Santonio Holmes has put away his bong ,
for the postseason, I am not sure that
it even matters if Hines Ward does not
play. If the Steelers can get a lead early
on, this game won’t be worth watching
past the halftime show. Roethlisberger
can hand the ball to Willie Parker 35
times, pass to Heath Miller on third
down and the Steelers can run away to
a fifth Super Bowl title. As viewers, we
need only TiVO the game and fast for¬
ward to the second-half commercials on
Monday morning.
Sports journalists love to talk about
game changers: individual x-factors
whose play can or will supposedly al¬
ter the end result of a contest. To sug¬
gest that the outcome of a football game
rests on the performance of one or sev¬
eral individual players seems ludicrous
to me. More so than any other sport,
football is a team game. How each play¬
er executes his assigned task affects the
performance of every other player on
the field.
To say that Larry Fitzgerald, who
is having the greatest postseason of all
time, Troy Polamalu (a force at strong
safety), or any . other player will Win or
lose this game for their respective teams
doesn’t make any sense. Fitzgerald will
be ineffective if Arizona’s offensive line
can’t buy time for Warner or if Anquan
Boldin can’t draw some coverage from
the Pittsburgh secondary. Similarly, Polamalu plays best when he can free¬
lance. This can’t happen if the rest of
the Pittsburgh defense fails to slow Edgerrin James and if Warner has time To
make smart throws.
If you had asked me or anyone else
in Week 16 of the regular season who
would win this game, even the staunch¬
est of Cardinal supporters would have
answered “Pittsburgh” before you could
finish speaking. If the Steelers are the
toughest team in the NFL, the Cardinals
were the weakest. Their defense shied
away from tackles and the runriing
game was nonexistent.
Over the course of the postseason,
the Cardinals have seemingly regained
some of their toughness. Their defense
has appeared respectable and Edgerrin
James has returned to pre-knee surgery
form.
See GAME OVER, page 11
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The Case for the Cards
HARRY POOLE
ASSISTANT SPORTS

The Arizona Cardi¬
nals were the laughing stock of the eight
NFL playoff teams this year. They were
not supposed to even make the playoffs,
forget the Super Bowl.
We all thought Head Coach Ken
Whisenhut was on crack when he
picked the ageless Kurt Warner to start
at quarterback over 2005 Heisman Tro¬
phy winner and draft pick Matt Leinart.
The thought of an unmotivated Edgerrin
James holding down the backfield was
laughable. The talent at wide receiver,
led by standouts Larry Fitzgerald and
Anquan Boldin, would have been scary
for opposing teams if there was not a
seemingly washed-up Warner taking the
snaps.
So, we have to ask a question: what
are the Arizona Cardinals doing in the.
Super Bowl? They finished a mediocre
9-7 thanks to four losses in their last
six games. They were deemed lucky to
make the wildcard playoff round be¬
cause of a weak division.
This is not an ordinary Super Bowl
team. They did not reach double digit
wins, nor did they break any absurd re¬
cords. Most importantly, they have had
no pressure or hype following them
through the season.
Whisenhut’s decision to start Warner
over Leinart was questioned by most, if
not all NFL followers. Leinart was named
the starter in training camp and Warner
was there to help groom the USC prod¬
uct. After all, his MVP days were long
over. Or so we thought. Whisenhut
wanted to. win now, and after watch¬
ing Leinart throughout training camp
he decided the veteran Warner gave the
young Cardinals the best chance.
The Cardinals will win the Super
Bowl because of their offensive produc¬
tion. Pittsburgh’s defense is scary good.
The Steelers allowed over 20 points only
six times this season. But Arizona’s of¬
fense is scary good too. The laughable
Cardinals averaged 26.4 points per game
and Warner generated unpredictable
MVP buzz.

Their high-flying passing attack is
spread through three 1000-yard receiv¬
ers - Fitzgerald, Boldin and Steve Breaston - and will be enough to overpower
Pittsburgh’s equally impressive defense.
Fitzgerald will likely draw double
coverage throughout much of the game,
but that opens up more room for the
explosive Boldin to play. If they decide
to blanket both Boldin and Fitzgerald,
Warner is not afraid to give the ball to
the unproven Breaston.
If, for some reason, Warner is un¬
able to find the arm that threw for 4,583
yards and 30 touchdowns, the Cardinals
can run the ball. Because of their suc¬
cess through the air, they choose not to.
We all know'that despite his age and
discontent with Arizona, Edgerrin James
can run the football. Maybe he needs
hype and spotlights in order to show up,
because his regular season totals of 514
yards and a measly three touchdowns
were actually laughable,
Through three playoff games, The
Edge has run for 203 yards and one
touchdown - totals that give us some
hope for the game-changing James to
show up. The lights will surely be on
him if Warner and his trio of wideouts
cannot find their groove. He likely will
not be a huge part of Whisenhut’s of¬
fensive game plan as Pittsburgh gave
up. only 80 rushing yards per game
throughout the regular season. James is
ncit the reason Arizona will win, but he
can help.
If the Cardinals offensive line cari
be qareful with the ferocious rush from
Pittsburgh linebackers James Harrison
and Lamarr Woodley, Warner will have
enough' time to find an open Fitzgerald
or Boldin downfield. If Woodley and
Harrison can find holes in the Cardi¬
nals’ offensive line, Warner will be
faced with less time in the pocket a part of his game that often leads to
poor, decisions.
The Cardinals will rely on their of¬
fense to put up early points against
Pittsburgh’s tough defense.' If they can
score early, they will win/'Boasting an
offense that ranked second in the NFL in
passing yards per game with 292.1 yards
as well as fourth in total offense with
365.8 yards, the Cardinals’ game plan is
See WE’LL PASS, page 11

Senior Co-Captain Val Bekcwith
knocked down 28 points to propel Bates
past archrival Colby College on Saturday
after scoring 17 in a loss to Bowdoin the
night before.
It was a very Maine-y weekend for
Bates basketball as the Bobcats played
NESCAC competitors Bowdoin and Col¬
by in back-to-back conference competi¬
tions. The women broke even with one
defeat and one victory respectively.
Ultimately, the key difference be¬
tween Friday and Saturday’s games came
down to sheer basics. Failing to put up
a strong defensive front against the Polar
Bears, Bates lost handedly; 84-53.
The next day against the Mules, the
team “worked together and communi¬
cated well to stop [Colby] from scoring,”
said starting forward Lauren Yanofsky
TO. “This week we will most likely, be
working on boxing out and running our
offenses in order to come home with
two wins this weekend.”.
The weekend opener at Bowdoin’s
Morrel Gymnasium moved the Polar
Bears to a 2-0 standing in the confer¬
ence. Beckwith’s team-high 17 points
simply were not enough to keep the
Bobcats afloat in the face of extremely
strong shooting percentages on the Bow¬
doin side.
Ten minutes into the game, the Polar
Bears were up 2^-11 and eventually left
the Bobcats trailing 40-27 at the half. Af¬
ter a failed attempt to gain momentum in
the opening of the second half, Bowdoin
dug in their heels with a 17-0 run, leav¬
ing the Bobcats defenseless.
Determined to make amends for
a less than stellar showing the day be¬
fore, the Bobcats stepped up their game
to defeat Colby on Saturday afternoon.
Beckwith led by example, sinking a stag¬
gering career-high 28 points. Yanofsky
added 11 points, 6 rebounds and 5 assists
of her own. Kelsey Flaherty T2 and Jes¬
sie Igoe ’ll contributed 8 points apiece
to the Garnet scoreboard. The Bobcats
eventually outlasted the Mules 71-52.
Currently 3-1 in conference play, the
Bobcats have another demanding NES¬
CAC double-header against Connecticut
College and Wesleyan next weekend.

Swimming Falls to
Colby, First-Years
Impressive in Loss
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Bates swimmers and divers
headed up north to face off against
Colby this Saturday, and the noticeable
efforts of the men’s and women’s1 firstyears kept the Bobcats within 40 points
of the victorious Mules.
Kara Leasure T2 touched the wall
first in three events for the women, while
Alex McKeown T2 boasted a win in the
200-yard breast ? stroke with- a time of
2:24.14. Ned Scott T2 tallied yet another
solo, first-year victory in the 100-yard
butterfly, touching in at an impressive
54.15 seconds.
Co-Captain Katelyn Drake TO took
home a blue ribbon of her own in the
individual 200-yard medley, while soph¬
omore Charlotte Green dominated the
100 freestyle in 54.64 seconds. Annaleise
Rudis TO remained consistent with last
week’s unbeatable performance against
Bowdoin, winning both the lm and 3m
diving events for the Bobcats for the sec¬
ond consecutive meet.
On the men’s side, the 400 freestyle
relay dream-team of Co-Captain Chris
Berry ’09, Tom Boniface T2, Nathaniel
Depew T2, and Scott won their event
jn 3:18.68, just one second short of their
record-setting, time in last Saturday’s
meet. Berry and Depew both went on to
compete individually in the 100 and 200
backstroke events, with Berry edging
out his first-year teammate for the win
by merely fractions of a section in each.
Despite a strong shoWing from the
Bobcats, the team was defeated by a
Maine rival for the second meet in a
row. “Colby ousted us...by throwing
their fastest swimmer in the outside lane
- that threw us off a little,” said firstyears Ryan Pitcairn and Scott. “But in all
we think both [the Bowdoin and Colby]
meets were really great. There was a lot
of energy on deck and a lot of close
races.”
Bates will compete against Tufts
University and Wheaton College next
Saturday at home, with h'igh hopes of
finally translating consistently strong
performances into their first NESCAC
victory of 2009.

